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Introduction

Statement of the Problem. The investigation and
study given to this paroblem are an outgrowth of eighteen years of experience and careful observation in
the primary grades in the Louisville Public Schools.
The dearth of patriotic holiday reading material
for the primary grades necessitated this investigation.
It is a study of the needs for such reading material;
a collection and evaluation of the available material; adaptations of this material to the needs of
grades one, two and three; an analysis of the findings
resulting from the classroom use of some of these adaptations; and further adaptations based upon the
findings of the analysis.
Steps in the Solution of the Problem. The steps
taken in attempting to solve the problem are as
follows:
1. to find out whether the teachers in these grades

feel the need for additional material of this type;
2. to collect available patriotic holiday reading
materials on primary levels;

4
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3.

to collect materials of this type on upper grade,

secondary school, and adult levels, with the idea of
adapting the stories for use in lower grades;
4.

to set up standards for evaluating and analyzing

the collected materials;
5.

to analyze the collected materials in order to

determine their suitability for use in these grades;
6.

to set up standards for rewriting materials which

need to be adapted;
7.

to make necessary adaptations;

8.

to put the adapted material to the test of actual

use in seventeen classrooms in Louisville;
9.

to analyze findings resulting from classroom use;

10. to write further adaptations based upon the findings of the analysis.
1

Methods

~.

has been used.

In Chapter Two, the survey method

The summary of the results of sur-

veys proves:
,.

1.

that teachers believe that it is desirable to use

much patriotic holiday reading material;
2.

that there is a dearth of such material.

1

Good, Barr, Scates,
Research.

p. 287

~

Methodology of Educational

6

1

The survey and questionnaire methods
been used in Chapter Three.

have

Courses of Study from

all parts of the United States were surveyed in
order to determine the extent to which patriotic
holidays were emphasized.

Questionniares were sent

to forty-six primary supervisors and superintendents
in order to discover the reason for the apparent

, ,

lack of emphasis upon this topic.
Also, in Chapter Three, criteria for evaluating
patriotic holiday reading material for grades one,
two and three have been suggested.

The criteria set

up in this chapter resulted from a survey of the
courses of study which included patriotic holiday
plans.

Questionnaires were sent to forty-six pri-

mary supervisors and superintendents for this evaluation of the criteria.
The methods used in Chapter Four are: the sur2
vey method, the analytical method, and the questionnaire method. First, a survey was made of the material in library books, school texts, end teachers'
private collections.

The analytical method was used

1

Good, Barr, Scates, The Methodology of Educational
Research, p. 295
~- ,

2
.1' .

l'

Ibid., p. 220
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in determining which ones of the available stories
met the standards for use in primary grades.

The

questionnaire method was used in the evaluating of
Columbus Day stories in seventeen classrooms of Louisville.

This was followed up by the writing of the

second revision of the Columbus Day stories based
,

on the suggestions made by the pupils and teachers

.

who had used the material in their classrooms.
Chapter Five has two parts.
sions of this Thesis".

Part One is "Conclu-

Part Two includes a group of
1

Columbus
was userl.

Da~r

stories.

In Part Two, the sampling method

The vvriter of this thesis has adapted stories

based on each of the patriotic holidays.

In Chapter

Five she submits, as a sampling whiah will illustrate
her method, a group of Columbus Day stories.
The most commonly observed patriotiC holidays
in the United states are:
Day,

Thanksgiving Day,

Collunbus Day,

Abraham Lincoln's Birthday,

George Washington's Birthday,
,

Armistice

Memorial Day and Flag

Day.

I'

The surveys, story collection and adaptation
of materials were made in the hope of giving a deeper appreciation of our patriotic holiClays.
I,

By link-

ing the American hero r'iays with all the days betvleen,

i.

1
.1

Good, Barr, Scates, Whe Methodology of Educational
Research, p.220.
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we hope to lead children to develop a sturdy spirit
of Americanism which will help them to be true to
themselves, to their fellowmen, and to their country's ideals.

"

'I

Chapter

II

The Need For Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
for
Grades One, Two and Three

t ')
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(

The Need for Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
for
.Grades One, Two and Three
~he

Desirability of Such Material.

Primary child-

ren pause as they face the "red-lettered" days on the
calendar and ask, "Why do we "red-letter" tl;lese days?'"
These "red-lettered" days have been set apart
for the purpose of paying tribute where tribute is
due.

Some patriotic holidays are days for the cele-

bration of the birthdays of those
deeds we are proud~

.~ericans

of whose

Some are days for renewing

allegiance to the ideals of our ?ountry and our forefathers.

Others are days when we should think of

and express our gratitude for the blessings of the
past year.
L

'

In celebrating these days, there are un-

limited possibilities for influencing the lives of
our children.
Just as families set aside birthdays to show in
special WaYS appreciation of loved ones, so our
United States Government sets aside certain days for
the· expression of our appreciation of great Americans.
The spirit of one of these holidays should not be limited to a twenty-four hour day but should have carry-

l "

,.
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over value for the other three hundred and sixty-four
days of the year.

Thus, they should help to develop

patriotio oitizens.
Patriotism is bought neither by the pound nor by
the yard.

It is not bought at all.

It lies deeper

than the material oommodities whioh oan be bought and
sold.

It is a part of the very soul of an individual.

It should deepen with experienoe and with the understanding of the prinoiples upon whioh one's oountry
has been founded.

Patriotism involves intelligenoe

and oonseoration to one's oountry.

Citizens who

possess these qualities do not arise by aooident.
/

They are born anew in eaoh generation and are the
produots of home, sohool, ohuroh and oommunity.

Our

patriotio holidays afford opportunities for speoial
emphasis in a year round program for developing
good oitizens.
Patriotism grows and builds a greater oountry.
"There is no better way to teaoh
oitizenship than to establish in
the hearts of youth a love of the
great men and women who have dreamed and worked and saorificed to
build our Republio. It is important that youth understand the
ideas and ideals along with the
events in these lives." 1
( "

1

Joy Elmer Morgan, "Between Editor and Read.er",
The Journal of the National Eduoation Assooiation,
XXX:II (February,1941), p. 21.
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Appropriate patriotic stories which the children
can read for themselves can contribute much toward
this fine type of citizenship teaching.
"The flag means that you cannot
be saved by the valor and the devotion of your ancestors; that to
each generation comes the patriotic duty; and that upon your willingness to sacrifice and endure
as those before you have sacrificed and endured rests the national hope."l
One cannot truly appreciate and understand these
sacrifices of ancestors and the responsibility that
is his as a citizen unless he is informed.

Patri-

otic holiday material is one of the more attractive
!

and interesting means of providing this information.
Observing all the patriotic holidays gives experiences which should emphasize true love for one's
country.

Deeper respect should be brought about

through understanding, sympathy and knowledge of
the ideals of our forefathers and the price paid
for their preservation.
The school program of most value is the one
which results from the creative genius of the children.

For example, if the children live the life

of Columbus in imagination provoked by reading and
discussing his accomplishments, they will create

1

Charles Evans Hughes, "The United States Flag Code",
The Journal of the National Education Association,
XXXTII (February~941), p. 37.
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their

Oi¥n

program and express it in oostume, tableaux,

musio, oomposition, aoting and dialogue.

The merit

of the ColQmbus Day program will lie in its leading
ohildren, through their own expression, to a better
understanding of their ovm oountry, and to a broader
oonoeption of patriotism.
The Dearth of Suoh Material. The dearth of patriotio holiday reading materials whioh are on the levels
of the first, seoond and third grades is signifioant.
The following survey of forty-four present clay textbooks whioh are available for grades one, two and
three has been made.

The data are presented in Table

I whioh inoludes the names of the forty-four text-

books.· These forty-four textbooks inolude two thous-

/

and seventy-one stories.
The table shows that these textbooks inolude:
13 Thanksgiving stories and 1 poem
11 Washington stories
4 Columbus stories and 1 poem
5 Linooln stories

o Armistioe Day stories ancI poems

o

Memorial Day stories and poems

6 Flag poems whioh oould be used on Flag Day
Out of the two thousand seventy-one stories in these
J

forty-four present day textbooks, there is 1.6 peroent
of the material whioh would be available for patriotio
holir.ay use.
Table I follows.
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This survey of present day textbooks shows that
most of the information about these holidays must be
gleaned from home or from information given by the
teaoher and not from textbooks.

George Washington's

Birthday and Thanksgiving Day have the greatest number of stories.

Not all the Thanksgiving storiesre-

late to the First Thanksgiving.

Many stories bring

out the real Thanksgiving spirit but do not give historioal baokground.
Failure of Courses of Study to Make Use

2.!

§J!£h

Materials. Following the survey of the textbooks,
twenty-one oourses of study were examined.

The pur-

pose of this survey is to show the emphasis plaoed
on patriotio holiday aotivities in the sohool rooms
of four seotions of the United States.

They are the

Western, Central, Southern and Eastern Seotions.
The oourses of study are listed aocording to the
sections of the United states whioh they represent.
Aotivities and sohool room experienoes are listed
under eaoh oourse of study aooording to patriotio
holidays.

Failure of nine oourses of study to make

use of patriotio holiday materials is observed and
listed.

Seven oourses of study list limited sug-

gestions for patriotio holiday activities.

Five
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courses of study list in detail suggestions for the
observance of the patriotic holidays.
Suggestions for classroom activities on patriotic holidays are summarized on the following pages.
These suggested activities are from the twelve courses
of study examined and which listed activities for
grades one, two ano three, relating to patriotic
holidays.

It is desired by the ,\!Titer that the metic-

ulous summary of these classroom activities will serve
in the future as a suggestive guide for primary teachers in their

plannin~

for patriotic holidays.

Twenty-one courses of study have been examined
and the following information obtained therefrom:
I

Nine omit all plans for school experiences related
to patriotic holidays.
1. Cleveland, Ohio,
2. Denver, Colorado,

They are:

1927-1929
1931
1

3. Long Beach, California,
4. Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

1930
1936-1937

5. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
6. Pasadena, California,
7. State of Indiana,

1936-1937

1936

1930

8. Iowa state Course of Study for Elementary
Schools,

1930

1

A brief bibliography of holiday stories is given in
the back of this Course of Study

19

9. Virginia state Course of Study,
II

Seven include

~

suggestions.

1937

activities ,!!ill limited

They are:

1. California State Department of Education
(Sacramento),

1922

2. Cincinnati, Ohio,

1926

3. Detroit Public Schools,

1925

4. Los Angeles, California, Grade 2,
5. Minneapolis, Minnesota,

1924

1935

6. Raleigh, North Carolina, (Grades 1,2,and 3)
1928-1931
7. Raleigh, North Carolina, Social Courses of
Study,

1936

III Five suggest activities
ig

~

~

real life experiences

full and detailed manner.

1. Baltimore, Maryland, (County)
2. Fort Worth, Texas,

They are:
1937

1935

3. Kansas City, Missouri,

1930

4. Louisville, Kentucky, A Preliminary Course of
Study in English for Kindergarten-Primary
Grades,

1940

5. st. Louis, Missouri,

1926
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IV

A survey of the above courses of study reveals
the fact that, the following suggestions are made
for patriotic holiday activities.

A

In
1.

~

Western states

California state Department of Education
Bulletin - 2 - D
Suggested State Course of Study for Kindergarten and Primary Grades, Sacramento, 1922.
Suggested Activities
Studying the manners, customs, and ideals
of our people.

Patriotic holidays sug-

gested to be included in study by grades
are:
Grade 1
a. Thanksgiving
b. Lincoln
c. Memorial Day
d. Flag Day

Grade 2
a. Columbus Day
b. Thanksgiving Day
c. Lincoln
d. Memorial Day
e. Flag Day

21

Grade 3
Same as Grades 1 and 2
No activities or plans for study are
suggested for Grades 1 and 3.
2.

Kansas City, Missouri,

1930

Social Studies for Primary Grades
Curriculum Bulletin No. 8
Kansas City Public Schools
Suggested Activities
Grade 1
a. Washington's Birthday
Real life experiences and interests
(1 )
(2 )
(3 )

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7 )

Seeing pictures of Washington in
store windows
Having a patriotic parade
Attending a school play on
oolonial times
Helping Mother prepare for a
Washington party
Watching cadets drill
Reading picture section in paper
Attending a Boy Scout Rally

Related activities for school room
(1) Listening to and interpreting
the minuet
(2) Making a collection of Washington's
pictures
(3) Comparing present-day with past
customs
(4) Studying two-cent stamp which
bears Washington's picture
(5) Discussing the following questions:
(a) Is George Washington living today?
(b) Was George Washington kind?
(c) Did George Washington have any
children?
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(6 ) Discussing the pictures of

Washington's home and wife.
(7 ) Discussing a parade in honor

of Washington.
(8 ) Discussing plans for (short) unit

on George Washington.
(9) Planning hats, sashes, flags, line

of march, drums.

(10) Writing story of plans.
(11) Writing story of parade.
(12) Writing messages to mothers telling what was done.
(13) Selecting music (victrola) to
march by.
(14) Measuring size of flag, length
of stripes.
(15) Counting stripes and stars.
(16) Reading stories and bulletin board.
b.

Thanksgiving Day
Real life experiences and interests
(1) Eating Thanksgiving dinner with
grandmother.
(2) Watching mother dress chicken.
(3) Going with father to deliver basket or fruit to a sick friend.
(4) Taking basket of food to needy.
(5) Going with parents to orchard.
(6) Going to the bakery.
Related activities
(1) Making an animal booklet.
(2) Taking excursions to store, market, farm, etc.
(3) Watching the farmer milk the cow.
(4) Making cottage cheese.
(5) Churning butter.
(6) Baking gingerbread boys and girls.

Grade 2
a.

Armistice Day
Real life experiences and interests
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. (1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Visiting
Seeing a
Waving a
Saluting

a memorial to heroes.
parade.
flag.
a flag.

Possible activities
(1) Participating in school program.
(2) Reading and listening to suitable
poems and stories of loyalty, bravery, and the joys of peace.
b•

Thanksgiving Day
Real life experiences and interests
(l) Seeing Thanksgiving decorations
in stores.
(2) Reading Thanksgiving stories.
(3) Going to church on Thanksgiving.
(4) Going to grandmother's for Thanksgiving.
(5) Eating Thanksgiving d.inner.
Unit Experiences

.

,,'

(1) Dramatizing Indian and Pilgrim
stories eg. (Red Father from Long
Ago Stories, The Thanksgiving
Feast)
(2) Reading other stories relating to
Pilgrims for background to the play.
(3) Having a Pilgrim and Indian doll
exhibit.
(4) Dramatizing the First Thanksgiving.
(5) Making an Indian village.
(6) Making a farm.
(7) Having picture show with school
machine, using Pilgrim and Indian
slides.
(8) Preparing a basket for a hospital
or a poor family in need.
(9) Going on an excursion to a store
or market.
(10) Parching corn.
(11) Discussing plans for play.
(12) Making scenery for play •
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(13) Selecting materials.
(14) Composing and extending invitations to see the play.
(15) Measuring materials used in scenery.
(16) Making and decorating scenery,
materials needed for the play.
(17) Relating and retelling stories of
the First Thanksgiving in the first
person.
(18) Memorizing and appreciating poems
relating to Thanksgiving.
(19) Giving library reports of stories
and poems.
(20) Creating cross word puzzles using
words relating to Thanksgiving.
(21) Creating original stories.
(22) Learning to spell and write new
words.
(23) Illustrating Indian and Pilgrim
life for room decorations and
booklets.
(24) Painting dolls for papooses and
dressing them in blankets.
(25) Learning new Indian songs.
(26) Appreciating and interpreting
victrola records.
(27) Imitating in play periods Indian
styles of standing, and sitting
in postures like Indian men and
women, hunting, canoeing, swimming, dancing, beating tom-toms.
(28) Playing games typical of Indian
life which beCame popular such
as, playing ball, spinning tops,
rolling hoops, running races,
and jumping.
c.

George Washington
Real life experiences and interests
(1) Seeing pictures of Washington in
magazines and newspapers.
(2) Playing soldier.
(3) Going to a Washington's Birthday party.
(4) Visiting City of Washington.
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School activities
(1) Patriotic parade.
(2) Assembly or room program.
Related activities

(1) Collecting pictures of Washington
for a comparison of costumes and
customs with those of today.
(2) Visiting a Washington statue.
(3) Making soldier hats.
(4) Drawing the flag.
(5) Drawing the flag, flying.
(6) Making illustrations of stories
about Washington as a soldier.
d.

Memorial Day
Real life experiences and interests
(1) Putting up the flag.
(2) Seeing a parade.
(3) Going to a cemetery.
Possible activities
(1) Listening to poems and stories
of honor and bravery.
(2) Giving peace salutes to the flag.

Grade 3
a.

Columbus Day:
Real life experiences and interests
'.

Playing Indian and Cowboy.
Wearing Indian and Cowboy suits.
Seeing pictures of Columbus.
Talking about how Indians lived.
Collecting pictures of ships,
Indians, explorers.
(6) Reading history stories.
(7) Hearing older brother recite a
poem about Columbus.
(8) Attending a Columbus program •
(1 )
(2 )
(3 )
(4)
(5)

•
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Unit experiences
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Room program.
Assembly program.
Poster composition.
Dramatization.
Pageant.
Blackboard panel ·decoration in
colored chalk for calendar.
(7) Reading stories about Columbus.

Related activities
(1) Reading and producing stories
about Columbus.
(2) Illustrating story about discovery of America.
(3) Appreciating and memorizing poems
and quotations.
(4) Listening to patriotic music.
b.

Armistice Day
Real life experiences and interests

(1) Carrying the flag in parade at
school.
(2) Saluting the flag.
(3) Knowing someone who Was in France
during the World War #1.
(4) Hearing the Marine Band.
(5) Visiting the Soldiers Home.
Unit experiences in school which utilize
or approximate real life experiences
and interests.
Possible activities
(l) Reading or listening to stories
and poems of bravery, and the
blessings of peace.
(2) Participating in school room program.
(3) Giving peace salute to the flag.
(4) Listening to patriotic program
over the radio.
(5) Taking a trip to a Memorial.
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c.

Thanksgiving Day
Real life experiences and interests
(1) Seeing Thanksgiving decorations
in stores and windows.
(2 ) Reading and hearing Indian
stories and poems.
(3 ) Seeing pictures and articles of
Pilgrims.
(4 ) Participating in Thanksgiving
program.
(5) Feeding turkeys on grandfather's
farm.
{6} Helping make pumpkin pie.
(7) Going to grandmother's for
Thanksgiving.
(8 ) Helping to prepare Thanksgiving
dinner.
(9) Going to church on Thanksgiving.
Unit experiences in school
Dramatizing the First Thanksgiving.
Studying about Thanksgiving in
early Kansas City.
(3 ) Making booklet or poster composition.
(4) H,aving a room or assembly program.
(1 )
(2)

Related experiences
(1) Reading, hearing or telling
stories about Pilgrims and
Indians.
(2) Memorizing poems.
(3) Enjoying slides about Pilgrims
and Indian life.
(4) Parching and popping corn.
(5) Preparing basket for needy family.
(6) Making and painting small clay
bowls of fruit, as favors at
Thanksgiving dinner or school
party.
(7) Making November calendar panel
decorations in colored chalk on
blackboard.
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d.

Lincoln's Birthday
Real life experiences and interests
(1) Seeing street decorated with flags
(2) Seeing pictures and articles
about Lincoln in newspapers and
Magazines.
(3) Hearing people talk about Lincoln.
(4) Hearing aboutrthonest Abert.
(5) Reading story about Lincoln's dog.
(6) Making a log cabin.
(7) Seeing statue of Lincoln.
Unit experiences
(1) Booklet
(2) Dramatization
(3) Log cabin
Related activities
(1) Reading history stories about
Lincoln's boyhood Rnd life as
President.
(2) Memorizing patriotic poems.
(3) Illustrating Lincoln's boyhood.
(4) Constructing furniture for
log cabin.

e.

George

Washington'~

Birthday

Real life experiences and interests
(1 )

(2)

(3 )
(4)
(5)
(6)

(7 )

Seeing pictures of Washington in
magazines and newspapers.
Hearing people talk about our
first President.
Playing soldier.
Participating in patriotic
program.
Giving a costume party on Washington's Birthday.
Hearing friends tell of their
visit to WaShington D.C.
Seeing post cards of the vVhite
House and large buildings in
Washington.
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Unit experiences

(1) Having a patriotic program in
room or auditorium.
(2 ) Giving radio program.
(3) Having patriotic parade.
(4) Dramatizing First Flag.
Related experiences
(1) Listening to and reading stories
of Washington's life.
(2) Collecting historical pictures.
(3) Comparing colonial costumes and
customs with those of today.
(4) Visiting a Washington statue.
(5) Reading a story about Betsy Ross
and the first flag.
(6) Learning the meaning of the flag,
its colors and its symbol.
(7) Learning correct use of the flag
to honor it.
f.

Memorial Day
Real life experiences and interests

(l) Seeing homes and streets decoraten
with flags.
(2) Putting up flag at home.
(3) Seeing parad.e.
(4 ) Hearing patriotic band in parade.
(5) Visiting the cemetery.
Possible activities
(1) Hearing, reading or telling
stories about our soldiers
and sailors.
(2) Appreciating poems and quotations about Memorial Day.
(3) Giving peace salute to the flag.
3.

~

Angeles, California,

1924

(Grades - Kindergarten, First and Second.)
SUggested activities
Grade 1
Making models suggestive of the
holiday.
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Grade 2
a. Columbus Day - called Discovery Day

(1) Discovering Italy, Spain and
America on the map.
(2) Telling the story of Columbus
including his early life, trips
and adventures.
(3) Drawing pictures to illustrate
the life of Columbus.
(4) Making a sand table representation with Spain at one end and
America at the other showing
Indians, tepees, canoes and
pine forests.
(5) Dramatizi~g discoveries of Columbus.
b. Memorial Day
(1) Building a soldier's camp.
(2) Discussing a real soldier's camp_
(a) contents
(b) duties of soldiers
4.

Minneapolis, Minnesota,
Public School Course of Study in English
Composition, Correct Usage and Spelling,
1935.

Kindergarten, Grades 1 - 6.

Review made

of Grades 1 - 3 only.
In relation to

~atriotic

holidays the

following statement is made: "The observance
of holidays offers opportunity for original dramatizations, poems, stories and
pageants if teachers will develop them
with the pupils instead of using only
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those found in books".
No other suggestions for activities
for the celebration of patriotic
holidays were made.
5.

st. Louis, Missouri,

.ill2..

St. Louis Social Studies Course of Study
Grades Kindergarten, Grades 1 - 6.
Review made of Grades 1 - 3 only.
Grade 1

Having flag drills.
Having the flag salute.
Singing songs.
Looking at pictures.
Learning memory verses.
Dramatizing the story of Betsy
Ross.
(7 ) Having patriotic exercise:
morning salute to the flag,
repeating the pledge; singing
the national anthem or other
patriotic songs in assembly
meetings when the flag is displayed.
(8 ) Having flag drills or parades
for special days.
(9) Listening to records of patriotic
songs or to other music.
(1 )
(2)
(3)
(4 )
(5)
(6 )

b. Columbus Day
(1) Having informal talks.
(2) Listening to simple stories.
(3) Looking at pictures.
c. Thanksgiving Day
.,

(1) Having informal talks.
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(2) Looking at pictures.
(3) Listening to stories, bringing
out just the more outstanding
historical facts, such as the
follm"ling:
(a) The voyage of the Mayflower
(b) Conditions of life in the
new country_
(c) The friendly attitude of the
Indians.
(d) The first Winter.
(e) The Thanksgiving Feast.
(4) Bringing offerings for the less
fortunate.
(5) Dramatizing.
(6) Making posters.
(7) Making booldets.
(8) Making charts.
d.

Decoration Day
Having flag drills.
Having parades.
Singing songs.
Listening to stories.
Having informal talks.
Bringing in newspaper clippings
pertaining to Decoration Day.
(?) Looking at pictures.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

e.

Armistice Day
(1) Use same type activities as suggested for Decoration Day.

f.

Washington's Birthday
(1) Having an assembly program.
(2) Dramatizing some little stories
of his life.
(3) Having a flag drill.
(4) Singing a special song.
(5) Reciting verses.
(6) Having a parade.
(?) Making booklets.
(8) Making posters.
(9) Making costumes for dramatizing.
(10) Making charts.
(11) Listening to stories.

•
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g. Lincoln's Birthday
(1) Having informal talks.
(2) Listening to stories.
(3) Looking at pictures.
(4) Bringing information from home.
(5) Making booklets.
(6) Reading stories from board.
(7) Making charts.
Grade 2
a. Columbus Day
(1 ) Talking about Columbus and vmat
(2)
(3 )
(4 )
(5 )
(6 )

(7 )
(8)
(9)

(lO)
(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)

he diel.
Looking at pi.ctures.
Listening to stories about Columbus.
Making a poster of Columbus coming
to America.
Modeling clay ships.
Drawing ships.
Copying pictures.
Drawing a picture.
Learning songs about our nation.
Learning verses about ColQ~bus.
Giving a Columbus Day entertainment.
Dramatization of the story of
Columbus.
The telling of stories about
Columbus.
The giving of favors.

b. Armistice Day
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Talking about Armistice Day.
Listening to stories.
Learning verses about peace.
Listening to poems about peace.
Learning songs.

c. Thanksgiving Day
(1) Talking about Thanksgiving Day
and what it means.
(2) Studying about the Pilgrims.
(3) Listening to stories about Thanksgiving Day and of the Pilgrims.
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(4 ) Learning verses and songs about
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8 )
(9 )

(10)

(II)
(12)
(13)
(14)

Thanksgiving Day, the Pilgrims,
the Dutoh, and the Indians,
Colleoting and looking at piotures.
Making oharts and booklets.
Making a oommunity poster.
Drawing pictures.
Making sand table oonstruotion.
Dressing dolls in Pilgrim, Dutoh
or Indian olothes.
Looking at lantern slides.
Dramatizing the story of the
Pilgrims.
Dramatizing the story of a present day Thanksgiving.
Giving a party.

d. Linooln's Birthday
(1) Talking about Linooln's boyhood
and about what Linooln did for
our oountry •
(2) Listening to stories and poems.
(3) Retelling and writing stories.
(4) Learning verses about Linooln.
(5) Learning songs about our nation.
(6) Looking at piotures.
(7) Making a poster.
(8) Drawing piotures.
(9) Construoting a log cabin.
(10) Dramatizing.
(11) Giving a oommunity oelebration~
e. Washington's Birthday

(1) studying about Washington's boyhood and about what he did for
our oountry.
(2) Listening to stories and poems.
(3) Retelling and writing stories.
(4) Learning verses about Washington.
(5) Learning songs about our nation.
(6) Looking at pictures of Washington.
(7) Making a poster.
(8 ) Drawing a pioture.
(9) Construoting a log oabin, a
hatchet, etc.
(10) Giving a oommunity oelebration.
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f. Memorial Day·
(1 )
(2 )
(3 )
(4 )
(5)
(6)

(7 )
(8 )
(9)

studying about Memorial Day.
Listening to stories and poems.
Retelling stories.
Learning verses about Memorial Day.
Collecting and looking at pictures
about Memorial Day.
Making a chart or booklet.
Making a poster of Memorial Day
parade.
Drawing pictures.
Saluting the flag.

g. Flag Day
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Learning songs about our flag.
Marching.
Talking about Flag Day.
Listening to stories about our flag.
Learning songs about our flag.
Learning verses.
Making a poster showing the development of the flag.
(8) Saluting the flag.
Grade 3
a. Columbus Day
(1) Telling or reading the story of
Columbus' ships and voyages.
(2) Talking about his great discovery.
(3) Constructing ships.
(4) Drawing pictures.
(5) Singing songs.
(6) Dramatizing.
(7) Collecting pictures.
(8) Modeling ships.
b. Armistice Day

(1) Discussing the meaning and significance of Armistice Day.
(2) Discussing ways better than war
to settle difficulties.
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c. Thanksgiving Day
(1 )

(2 )
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7 )

Talking, reeding or telling
about the Pilgrims.
Constructing ships, homes, etc.
Gi ving a play.
Singing songs.
Drawing pictures.
Discussing our Thanksgiving Day
Discuss the following topics:
(a) President's Proclamation
(b) How we celebrate
(c) How we may show thanks

d. Lincoln's Birthday
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Discussing the life of Lincoln
Telling or reading about his life.
Singing songs.
Drawing pictures.
Constructing a log cabin.
Collecting pictures.

e. Washington's Birthday
(1) Discussing the life of Washington.
(2) Telling or reading stories about
Washington.
(3) Discussing the following:
(a) Boyhood of Washington
(b) Surveyor and farmer
(c) Home at Mt. Vernon
(d) Martha Washington
(e) Life as a soldier.
(f) Life as President
(g) Great qualities
f. Memorial Day
(1) Discussing the meaning of Memorial Day.
(2) Singing patriotic songs.
(3) Dr~wing pictures.
(4) Reciting memory verses.
(5) Holding exercises.

(1) Discussing the meaning of Flag Day.
(2) Saluting the flag.
(3) Singing patriotic songs.
(4) Drawing pictures.
(5) Telling the story of the first flag.
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B In the Central states
1.

Cincinnati, Qh.i2. 1926
Tentative Course of Study in Language
Expression for the llindergarten, Primary
Grades.
Suggested activities
(1) Conversing, using holidays as
topicS for discussion.

2.

Detroit Public Schools

~

Course of Study in English Grades 1 - 6
(Grades 1 - 3 used only)
Suggested material for special days including patriotic holidays listed by grades.
Patriotic holidays included are:
a.

Armistice Day

b.

Columbus Day

c.

Flag Day

d.

Lincoln's Birthday

e.

Labor Day

f.

Memorial Day

g.

Washington's Birthday

This material inlcuded stories and poems.
Suggested activities

(1) Making a sand table for Thanksgiving
(2) Discussing Lincoln and some of his
pictures-developing character study.
(3 ) Writing stories.
(4) Appreciati~~ poems.
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C In
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~

Southern States

!2!:.! Worth, Texas, 1935
Language Arts - A Tentative Course of Study
SUggested patriotic holidays are:
a. Armistice Day
b. Washington's Birthday
c. Thanksgiving
Grade 1
Suggested activities
(l) Telling stories
{2} Giving announcements, explanations
and directions
(3) Asking and answering questions.
(4) Dramatizing stories of holidays.
{5} Writing letters.
(6) Keeping records.
(7) Copying.
(8) Writing stories, ~oems and plays
relating to the celebration of
holidays.
Grade 2
Suggested activities

(1) Discussing special days
(2) Giving reports and talks
(3) Having conferences and meetings.
(4 ) Planning for parties or other ways

of celebrating special days.
Telling and retelling stories relating to Columbus, Armistice Day.
(6) Listening to stories about Lincoln.
(7) Keeping record of holidays and
important events.
(5)
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Grade 3
Suggested activities
(I) Giving reports of stories read
and, information collected.
(2) Having conversations and discussions relative to patriotic
holiday celebration.
(3) Telling stories.
(4) Making announcements, explanations
and directions.
(5) Dramatizing stories.
(6) Writing stories, plays and poems.
2.

Louisville, Kentucky.
A preliminary Course of Study in English
for Kindergarten - Primary Grades, 1940.
Grade 1
Suggested activities
Conversing.
Letter vvri tinge
Reporting of a special day to an
absent pupil.
(4) Writing and using capital letters
for holidays, etc.
(1 )
(2)
(3 )

Grade 2
Suggested activities
( 1) Conversing on the topics relat-

ing to patriotic holidays.
{2 } Writing an invitation for special
(3)
( 4)
(5)
(6)
(? )
(8 )

day program.
Disoussing and reaching decisions.
Planning programs.
Reading for information.
Reading and telling stories.
Dramatizing
Singing and d.iscussing songs sui table for special day programs.
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Grade 3
Suggested activities
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Conversing - discussing
Telling and reading stories
Writing original stories
Writing words for songs
Outlining for programs.
Writing plays.
Writing letters of invitation.
Writing articles for school paper.
Dramatizing plays written by the
class.
(10) Singing and discussing songs suitable for special day programs.
3.

Raleigh, North Carolina,

1928-1931
-

Grade 1
Suggested activities - None
Grades 2 and 3

1928

Suggested activities
a. Thanksgiving
(1) Having a party to develop ability
to work together.
4.

Raleigh, North Carolina,' 1936
Social Studies Course of Study
Unit, "A Play City"
Suggested activities
(1) Studying American Flag - the first
flag and the flag of today.
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D In
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~

Eastern states

Baltimore, Maryland.

1937

County Courses of Study in Enelish, 1937
Grades 1, 2 and 3.
Grades 1 and 2.
Suggested activities - None
Grade 3
Suggested activities
(1) Writing names of holidays with
capitals.
(2) Summarizing in a few sentences
class discussion of reasons for
celebrating special holidays.
(3) Copying correctly titles of books
having patriotic holiday stories.
(4) Making a collection of flags
from other lands.
List of material appropriate for special
days (by grades)
given.

to be read by pupils is

The patriotic holiday material

listed in the bibliography is:
Grade 1
a. Thanksgiving Stories.
Grade 2
a. Thanksgiving stories
b. Abraham Lincoln stories and poems.
c. Columbus Day song.

d. Thanksgiving sons.
I
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Grade 3
Stories
a. Washington
b. Columbus
o. Thanksgiving
Poems
a. Armistioe Day
b. Flag Day
c. Memorial Day
d. Lincoln's Birthday
From the above detailed report of the survey,
it will be seen that, out of twenty-one courses of
study, there are nine which suggest no activities
,I

connected with our patriotic holidays.

No definite

reason for the omission of such suggestions could
be found, but it seems logical to conclude that the
causes lie in the history of our educational system.
We know that in the early part of the Twentieth Century, child activities and child experiences received
little attention in our schools.

Naturally, the

celebration of patriotic holidays, like all other
vital experiences of the child, had no place in the
curriculum.

Later, vmen the activity program was
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introduced, the pendulum seemed to mving to the other
extreme.

Such great stress was placed upon the acti v-

ity of everyday life that the special days and their
observance were placed in the remote background or
entirely omitted.

To those who so thoroughly empha-

sized the everyday experiences of the child, we might
justly say, "These things ye ought to have done and
1

not to leave the other undone".
Out of the twelve courses of study which suggest
patriotic holiday activities, there are only four
which include in their lists the reading, by the children, of holiday stories and poems.

-The

Social Studies

Course of Study of St.Louis, Missouri, 1926, includes
in its list of activities for the first grade the
reading of Lincoln Birthday stories from the board.
Curriculum Bulletin No. 8, Kansas City Public Schools,
Kansas City, Missouri, 1930, suggests reading by the
children as a patriotic holiday activity in grades
one, two and

th~ee.

Among the first grade activities

for Washington's Birthday, "reading picture sec.tion
in the paper" is suggested.

Armistice Day activities

listed for second and third grades include "reading
and listening to suitable poems and stories of loyalty, bravery, and the joys of peace".

1

Matthew 23:23

This course
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of study also suggests reading and hearing stories
about Columbus, reading Indian stories and poems,
reading stories about Pilgrims and Indians and reading
about Lincoln's boyhood.

The third course of study

which includes reading among the suggested patriotic
holiday activities is that of Louisville, Kentucky.
In

A Preliminary

Course of Study in English for Kin-

dergarten-Primary Gra.des, 1940, we find among "Suggested Activities" for the second grade "reading for
information" and "reading and telling stories".

The

Baltimore County Course of Study in English, 1937, for
Grades 1, 2 and 3 gives a list of materials appropriate for special days to be read by the pupils.

This

list is arranged according to grades.
Why is it that, out of twenty-one of our present

day courses of study, there are only four which even
mention the reading of patriotic holiday stories and
poems among the activities which are to be engaged
in by the children of the primary grades?

Why is it

that, of these four, only one gives a list of holiday
materials which are appropriate for use in carrying
out this activity?
These questions cannot be answered fully because
of the failure of superintendents and supervisors to
respond to the questionnaires sent out by the writer.
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Below are some of the responses of the superintendents
and supervisors to the questions relating to the lack
of suggestions for patriotic holiday activities for
grades one, two and three in their courses of study.
1

Ruth Henderson

writes:

"Activities which develop patriotism
should not be concentrated on certain days, but the democratic way
of working with youngsters and of
youngsters working with each other
should permeate the life of the
school during all days of the year.
If you will examine our materials
you will find that we do have activities which could be appropriately engaged in on patriotic holidays, but they are not separated
into one category of patriotic holidays but scattered throughout the
materials. "
A survey of the Virginia State Course of Study by
the vITiter of this thesis showed no patriotic holiday
activity suggestions for grades one, two and three.
The

v~iter

of this thesis believes that children are

interested in reading stories that are timely.

For

instance, during the days immediately preceding Columbus Day they are interested in reading stories about Columbus.

Therefore, if in this course of study

the patriotic holiday reading material had been arranged "in one category", the course of study would have
been more helpful to teachers than it now is.

1

Supervisor of Elementary Education, State Board of
Education, Richmond, Virginia.
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It is the \vriter's opinion that in the teaohing
of patriotism, a

re~l

essential is "atmosphere" • .An

appeal must be made to the heart, to the spirit and to
the emotions as well as to the intellect.

By giving

emphasis to our patriotio holidays, the "atmosphere"
ahd appeals can readily be made toward a higher degree
of patriotic citizenship.
I

Miss Henderson says,
'We do have activities whioh could
be appropriately engaged in on patriotic holidays, but they are not
separated into one oategory of patriotic holidays but scattered
throughout the materials."
2

Prudence Cutright answers the question with the
following response:
"There are two reasons: (for no mention of patrioti.c holiday stories
and poems in the course of study in
reading) (1) the course of study is
not devoted to the listing of materials, but rather to suggestions on
techniques and teaching; (2) I consider the observance of patriotic
holidays neither the exclusive function of a reading program nor even
a major function, but rather the responsibility of the social studies
period. If a school has a good social studies program it should contain considerable attention to patriotic holidays 'and observance.
Our new course contains a quantity
of such material."

I

Supervisor of Elementary Education, State Board of
Education, Richmond, Virginia.
2

Assistant Superintendent, 1,llinneapo1is Public Schools,
Minneapoli s, M:innesota.
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This new course of study for the Minneapolis schools
was not available when the vvriter of this thesis was
making the survey of the courses of study.

It is of

significance that Minneapolis educators felt the need
for patriotic holiday activities and has supplied them,
according to Miss Cutright's response.
Other superintendents and supervisors have responded that they are working under such heavy pressure in
connection with war activities in the schools that
they did not feel free to take the time necessary for
providing this information.
It is desired by the vvriter that in the near future,
the authors of new oourses of study will follow the example of the 1linneapolis educators and will feel the
need for patriotic holiday activities which will inevitably require patriotic holiday reading materials as
a background.
The writer concludes on the basis of her limited
number of responses that the causes for the failure on
the part of writers of courses of study to include patriotic holiday activities lie in the history of our
educational system.
A third observation which the survey of these courses
of study causes us to make is this:
I

out of the tvventy-

one courses studied, there are eight which emphasize
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discussion or conversation of the desirable activities
in conneotion

~rlth

patriotio holidays.

These suggest1

ions are in harmony with the point of view of McKee
who says:
"An introspeotive analysis of the
partioularized oomposition situations of life shows that activities
in which oral expression is used
are much more oommon and frequent
in occurrence than those aotivities
which involve writing. This judgment is supported by objective data
oollected in such investigations as
those by Searson, Clapp, Baker and
Johnson. Obviously, this means
that it is more important for the
pupil to learn to express himself
well in oral form than in v~itten
form. Until data are made available on the relative learning difficulty of oral and written composition it is wise to assume that
that the sohool must spend most of
the available time and energy on
oral composition. Many modern schools
are now doing this. Usually all the
composition in the kindergarten and
first grade is oral. In the seoond
and third grades approximately fourfifths of the time should be spent
on oral composition, and one-fifth
on \vri tten composition."

.'

The \vriters of these suggestions concerning conversation and discussion as a part of the patriotic
holiday celebration have recognized the fact that conversational ability is one of the most important to
be acquired

by

children of these grades.

1

Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School, p 166
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They would agree, I am sure, that "the most important element in good conversation is to have some1

thing worthwhile to talk about".-

If children are

to talk intelligently about these patriotic holidays,
one of the ways of securing a background which will
give them "something to talk about" is by reading many
bits of information, stories and poems, from which they
will obtain knowledge of and imbibe the spirit of the
holiday to be discussed.

"Vague and indefinite con-

cepts on the part of the speaker, writer, listener,
2

or reader make for misunderstanding".

Therefore,

the material which the children are to read and later
to discuss, to retell or rewrite should be simple
enough for them to read and understand without great
difficulty.

Shall

w~

not attempt to provide material

which will clarify concepts and, by giving the children something to talk about, aid them in developing
conversational ability?
The Need for Such Material Felt

~

the Teachers.

In order to find out whether teachers of grades one,
two and three feel a need for patriotic holiday read3

ing material a questionnaire was sent out to the elementary teachers of the Louisville Public Schools, to

1

Louisville Course of Study, A Preliminary Course of
Study!!! English. p 12.
2

Ibid., P 12.
3

See Appendix
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a sampling of elementary teachers of other sections
of Kentucky outside of Louisville, and to a small
number of primary teachers in four states.
The questionnaire was composed of three parts. The
first was ,nth reference to whether a need is felt for
patriotic holiday reading material.

The second part

listed the patriotic holidays which occur during the
school calendar year and in the order of their occurence beginning in September.

These holidays are: -

Labor Day, Columbus Day, Armistice Day, Thanksgiving
Day, Abraham Lincoln's Birthday, George Washington's
Birthday, Memorial Day and Flag Day.

Holidays were

checked where a need was felt for material.

The last

part of the questionnaire concerned the need felt by
the primary teachers for an anthology of patriotic
holiday stories.
A larger number of questionnaires

WAS

sent to the

Louisville primary teachers because the writer wanted
the major picture to be from Louisville.

Sending out

the questionnaires to a sampling of primary teachers in
Kentucky and other states fulfilled the vvriter's desires to see if these teachers agree with Louisville
teachers.
Table II gives the results of survey of the need
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for patriotic holiday reading material as felt by 239
primary teachers of the Louisville Public Schools. T\vo
hundred and fifty questionnaires were sent out and 239
replies were received.

This was a 95 percent response

to the questionnaire. The total of the teachers of grades
one, two and three showed that 94.1 percent need patriotic
holid.ay reading material.

The highest percentage was in

grade two with 98.7 percent.

The lowest was in grade

one ·wi th 86 percent.
According to Louisville primary teachers the holiday for w·hich they, as a total group, feel the greatest
need for material is Colurabus Day.

Seventy-three and

seven tenths percent expressed the desire for material
for that day.

Labor Day is the holiday for which the to-

tal group of teachers feel the least amount of need of
material.

This percentage was in accordance with a pre-

vious assumption, since Labor Day does not always fall
within the school calendar in Louisville.
Memorial Day is the holiday for which 87.6 percent
of the third grade teachers feel the greatest need of
material.

Columbus Day is the holiday for which 81

percent of the second. grade teachers and 68.7 percent
of first grade teachers feel the greatest need of
material.
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It is interesting to note that the only two holidays in the second grade for which less than 64 percent
of the teachers felt a need of patriotic reading material are Labor Day and Thanksgiving Day.

The v.]'ri ter has

given her opinion as to her belief for a lack of need
for Labor Day.

According to Table I "The Survey of

Forty-four Present Day Textbooks for Patriotic Holiday
Material", Thanksgiving was the holiday with the largest amount of stories.

It is the writer's opinion

that this may be the reason for only 48.1 percent of
the second grade teachers feeling a need for material
for Thanksgiving Day.
One hundred percent of the first and third grade
teachers replying expressed a need for an anthology
of patriotic holiday stories for use in grades one,
two and three.

In grade two 98.8 percent of all Louis-

ville primary teachers feel a siwilar need.
It is of significance that 94.1 percent of the
239 Louisville primary teachers who responded to the
questionnaire feel a need for patriotic holiday reading material and that 99.5 percent of this same group
feel a need for an anthology.

Also, it is well to

note that with the exception of Labor Day that (as a
/

,

primary group) more than 54.4 percent of the Louisville
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primary teachers who responded to the questionnaire
feel a need for reading material for every patriotic
holiday during the school year.
The results of the responses from the questionnaire are summarized in Table II.

Table

II

A Survey of Needs for Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
by 239 Primary Teachers of the Louisville Public Schools

_ Re1!,P.Q.n.§.e.§. of_Teach.Qrl!, __
of Grades
Total of
1
2
3
Grades
1, 2, 3

Question

___
..10_ _ ___ __ _
-~-----------~

Need for Material

~

86. 98.7 98.6
94.1
-------------------

No Need for Material

___

l4~

_ 1.3

___ 5.9 __

_1~4

Holidays (Material needed)
Labor Day

_____ 20..!.,9_35.4 45..!.,9___33.3 __

Columbus Day

_____

___73.1 __

68~7_8l._ 70~9

Armistice Day _____

55..!.,9_7~.1

83..!..4___72.4 __

Thanksgiving Day ____

~4..!.7_48.l ~1..!.,2

___54.4 __

Abraham Lincoln ____ &6..!..3_68.4 68..!.. ___61.& __
George Washington

___

£9~8_64.5

66~7

___61. __ _

Memorial Day ______ 48..!.,9_72.2 87..!.,6___68.4 __
Flag Day _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 50..!.. _68.4 68..!.. ___61.1 __

Need for Anthology ____100..!.. _98.8l00..!., ___ 9~.5 __
No Need for Anthology _____

Questionnaires Sent Out

~O

__ • 2 _ ..!.,O____ • 5 __

- 250

Replies to Questionnaires - 239
Table II shows that 94 percent of the primary
teachers of Louisville need this material.
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Table III is a survey of needs for patriotic holiday reading material of 268 primary teachers including
Louisville.

Thirty questionnaires were sent to primary

teachers of Kentucky in addition to the 250 sent to
Louisville teachers.
ceived.

A total of 268 replies were re-

Table III Was made to see what effect these

additional replies would have on the major picture,
Louisville.
The total responses from the primary teachers of
Kentucky show that 92.9 percent of the 268

te~chers

feel a need for patriotic ho1inay material.

This was

only 1.2 percent less than the 94.1 percent Louisville
primary teachers who expressed a need as shown in
Table II.

Ninety-four and one-tenth percent represented

the opinions of 249 teachers.
There is only a slight variation in the percentage
in Table II and Table III.
An increased percentage is shovvn in grades one, two

and three as needing material for Labor Day.
opinion of the

\~iter

It is the

that most county schools open prior

to September 1 and thus Labor Day is included in their
school year.

There is also a noted 6 percent increase in

the need of material for Columbus Day in grade three.
The results of the responses of 268 primary teachers
in the state of Kentucky are summarized in Table III.

Table

III

A Survey of Needs for Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
by 268 Primary Teachers in the state of Kentucky
Including Louisville

- -

--

- - - -

---- - -

_ Re!!p.2.n!!,e!!, of_T!,a.£h!,r!!, __
of Grades
Total of
1
2
3
Grades
123

Q.uestion

-_ - -_ 3- -__- - -___
- 1!-'-__- _~

~

~

Need for Material ______

85~7_96.1 97~5

No Need for Material

14~3_

____

3.3

_2~5

~5_38.2

47~5

__

92~9

__ _

___7~1 __ _

Holidays (Material needed)
Labor Day

________

__ 36..t.6__ _

Columbus Day _______

£6~3_78.~ 16~2

Armistice Day ______

'§.7~l_76.1

Thanksgiving Day _____

56~l_46.1 £3~8

Abraham Lincoln _____

65~3_61.8 13~8

George Washington ____

£8~4_63.3

68~8

Memorial DaY _______

50~

_71.1

86~2

Flag Day _________

53~l_68.:! 68~7

Need for Anthology

_____100.

No Need for Anthology _____
Questionnaires Sent Out
Replies to Q.uestionnaires

13~5

__ _

86..t.2__ 12..t.4__ _

_98.~lOO~

~O_

__

1.1 _

~O

__

55~2

__ _

__

£3~6

__ _

__

£6~8

__

~7~9

__

£3~

__ _

__

99~7

__ _

__ _
__ _

___

__ _

~3

- 280
268
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Table 1! is the summary of a survey of the needs for
patriotic holiday reading material by 34 primary teachers
of ten schools from the states of Georgia, Illinois, Ohio,
Kentucky and Virginia.
Kentucky's report.

Louisville is not included in

This, too, is an effort to see how a

sampling of surrounding states would compare with the major picture, Louisville.
The results of the responses from the questionnaire
are summarized in Table IV.

Table

IV

A Survey of Needs for Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
by 34 Primary Teachers of Ten Schools from the States of
Georgia, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio and Virginia
(Louisville is not included in Kentucky)
_
Question

__
Total of
Grades
123
-___~ -'- -_
P! __

Re!'p.2n~e!. .2.f_Tea.2.~r!.

of Grades
1
2
3

-_ - -_ -J,-__- ~

~

-

Need for Material ______ 83.3_83.3 2,0.,!. ___85.3 __
No Need for Material

____ l6.,!.7_l£.1 lO.,!. ___14.1 __

Holidays (Material needed)
Labor Day ________ 58.!,.3_6§.. 680.,!. ___67...1 __
Columbus Day _______ 50.,!. _75 __ 20.,!. ___ 70_1 __
Armistice Day

______ 66.,!.6_6£.£20.,!. ___73.£ __

Thanksgiving Day _____

66.!,.6_66.~ ~O.!,.

Abraham Lincoln

58.3 75.

80.

___70.1 __
70.7

--..-..,;;.;~"'-~------~-------------------

George Washington ____ 58.,!.3_6£.6 70.,!. ___64.1 __
Memorial Day _______ 58.!,.3_72,._ gO.,!. ___73.2, __
Flag Day _________ 7..5.,!.

_83.E. 20.,!. ___82.4 __

Need for Anthology _____ laO.,!. 100._100.,!. __ 10Q. _ _ _
No Need for Anthology _____ .!.O__ .0 _ .,!.O____ .0 __
Questionnaires Sent Out

- 50

Replies to Questionnaires - 34
According to Table IV, 85 peroent of the teachers represented in the survey of ten schools in Ohio, Illinois, Georgia,
Kentucky, Virginia need this material.
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There is not a great variation in any of the percentages.

Eighty-five and three-tenths of all the teachers

feel a need for patriotic holiday reading material.

This

is a decrease of 7.6 percent as expressed by all primary
teachers, (Table III) and a decrease of 8.8 percent as
expressed by the Louisville primary teachers (Table II)
who are in need of patriotic holiday reading material.
This survey shows an increased percentage of teachers
who need material for Labor Day.

Louisville Teachers for

grades one, two and three show 20 percent, 35 percent and
"I

!

45 percent respectively needing this ,material.

The re-

sponses from the teachers from the states of Georgia,
Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio and Virginia for grades one,
two and three are 58 percent, 66 percent and 80 percent
respectively.

Again, it is the 'writer's opinion that this

increase is due to the fact that the opening day of most
of these schools was prior to September 1 and Labor Day
was thus included in the school ye8r.
There is a 20 percent increase over the Louisville
report of Table II in the number of third grade teachers
needing Columbus Day stories.

Fifty percent and more

express the need for each patriotic holiday.

Table II

shows 54.4 percent of all the primary teachers needing
material for Thanksgiving, while Table IV shows a
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70.7 percent which is an increase of 16.3 percent.

Flag

Day material is needed by 61.7 percent of Louisville teachers of grades one, two and three and 82.4 percent of the
teachers of the states listed in Table IV.
One hundred percent of the teachers responded positively as needing an anthology of patriotic holiday stories.
It is the writer's opinion that 273 responses of primary teaohers, of the states of Georgia, Illinois, Ohio,
Kentucky, including Louisville, and Virginia, who are in
direct contact with pupils are of significanoe as expressing the needs for patriotic holiday material.
Summary of Table II, Table III, and. Table

IY:'

Reading

material for Labor Day was needed by 33.3 percent of the
teachers represented in Table II, b:sr 36.6 percent of
those represented in Table III and by 67.7 percent of
those represented in Table IV.
Columbus Day reading material was needed by 73.7 percent of the teachers represented in Table II, by 73.5 percent of those represented in Table III and by 70.7 percent
of those represented in Table IV.
Armistice Day reading material was needed by 72.4 percent of the teachers represented in Table II, by 72.4 percent of those represented in Table III and by 73.6 percent
of those represented in Table IV.
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Thanksgiving Day reAding material was needed by 54.4
percent of the teachers represented in Table II, by 55.2
percent of those represented in Table III and by 70 percent of those represented in

~able

Reading material for Abraham

IV.

Lincolnt~

Birthday was

needed by 67.5 percent of the teachers represented in
Table II, by 68.6 percent of those represented in Table
III and by 70.7 percent of those represented in Table IV.
Reading material for George Washington's Birthday was
needed by 67 percent of the teachers represented in Table
II, by 66.8 percent of those represented in Table III and
by 64.7 of those represented in Table IV.
Reading material for Memorial Day was needed by 68.4
percent of the teachers represented in Table II, by 67.9
percent of those represented in Table III and by 73.6 per
cent of those represented in Table IV.
Reacting material for Flag Day was needed by 61.7 per
cent of the teachers represented in Table II, by 63 per
cent of those represented in Table III and by 82.4 per
cent of those represented in Table IV.
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In conclusion, is it desirable to use patriotic holj

,)
I"

iday reading material in grades one, two and three?
Section one of this chapter shows, "The Desirability

J

•

t

of Such Material for these Grades".

The unlimited poss-

ibilities for influencing the lives of pupils in the
classroom through the celebration of patriotic holidays; the carry-over value for the other remaining days
of the year; the opportunities afforded by the patriotic
holidays for special emphasis in a year round program
for developing good citizens; the teaching of citizenship
by establishing in the hearts of youth a love for the
great men and women who have dreamed and worked and sacrificed to build our Republic are of significance.

Un-

less one is informed, he cannot truly appreciate those
sacrifices of his ancestors and the responsibility that
is his as a citizen.

Patriotic holiday reading material

is one of the more attraotive and interesting means of
providing this information.

The reading of suoh mater-

ial should provoke thought, expression, understanding,
and broader conception of patriotism.
Is there a dearth of patriotio holiday reading material for grades one, two and three?

Seotion two of this

chapter, "The Dearth of Such Material" proves that in our
lower grades there is a soaroity of this patriotio holi-
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day reading material in our '9resent day textbooks.

Out

of forty-four present day textbooks containing two thousand seventy-one stories there are only thirty-three

re-

lated to patriotic holidays.
Do the courses of study fail to make use of patriotic holiday reading material for grades one, two and three?
Section three of this chapter shows in tiThe Failure of
Courses of Study to Make Use of Such Material" that nine
out of t'Nenty-one present day courses of study make no
mention of patriotism; that of the remaining trJ"elve, only
four list reading among the patriotic holiday activities;
and that only one of these includes a bibliography of available patriotic holiday reading material.
Is there a need for patriotic holiday readinG material felt by the primary teachers?

Section four of this

chapter discusses "The Need. for Such Material Felt by the
Teachers".
1.

It proves that according to a survey,

of Louisville'S public School System that at least 94
percent of the primary teachers need patriotic holiday
read ins material.

2.

of 268 primary teachers in the state of Kentucky (including Louisville) that 92 percent need patriotic
holiel .ay reading material.

3.

of ten schools from the states of Georgia, Illinois,
Kentucky (excluding Louisville), Ohio and Virginia
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85 percent of the primary teachers represented in the
survey need the material.
It is significant that from these surveys at least 90
percent of the primary teachers represented feel a definite need for this type of reading material.
Because of these findings criteria for the selecting
of patriotic holiday reading material have been- set up
in Chapter Three.

A discussion of the meaning of Patri-

otism preceeds the setting up of these criteria.

/

I

Chapter

III

Criteria For Selecting
Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
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Criteria For Selecting
Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
Introduction.

The selecting of suitable patriotic

holiday reading material which was proven needful in
Chapter I I is the topic for discussion in Chapter III.
Before selection Can be undertaken two steps are necessary.

They are:

(1) the defining of patriotism and

(2) the setting up of criteria for the selection of
such materials.

The writer has given a definition of

"patriotism" which is based on her own beliefs.

She

has outlined how this type of patriotism is desirable
from an educational point of view.

In addition, she

has personally discussed the value of each holiday and
has set up tentative criteria for stories about each
holiday.

These criteria are a result of investiga-

tion and study.

Forty-six superintendents and super-

\

visors, interested in primary grades were asked by her
to evaluate and to express opinions concerning the
validations of the tentative criteria.

Finally,

criteria for the selecting of patriotic holiday reading materials for grades one, two and three are set
up at the close of the chapter.
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Patriotism - what is it?
"The word "patriotism" comes to us
from the Latin 1 and Greek 2 root
words, the former meaning 'a fellow
countryman' and the latter referring
to 'things established by forefathers'.
It is thus that we get definitions
of patriotism such as, 'love of country' and 'devotion to the welfare of
one's country'. Most such definitions assume the inevitability of
rivalry between various tribes and
countries. But modern inventions
have reduced the world largely to
a single unit or family of human
beings. Accordingly many are thinking of patriotism as 'devotion to
the welfare of one's country along
lines that include the well-being
of peoples in other lands', or
'devotion to the prosperity and
progress of one's country up to
that point which does not allow
or cause disadvantage or misfortune unnecessarily to the people
of another country'." 3
From an educational point of view, it is desirable:
1. to contribute toward sequential learning by giving
information about our country and thosa men and women
who have contributed to its development;
2. to inculcate respect for one's country and for the
flag that represents it;
3. to inculcate respect for other countries and for
their flags;
4. to teach children to thirut constructively about
American heroes;
1

pater
2

pater
3

Dr. H. Leo Eddleman, Louisville, Kentucky.

Interview.
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5. to teaoh ohildren to reoognize the faot that there
is yet muoh to be done in order to promote the welfare
of our oountry along lines that inolude the well-being
of peoples of other lands;
6. to oontribute toward growth in oonoepts of honesty,
bravery, loyalty, faith, hope, industry and self-relianoe and oonsideration for others;
7. to show that these qualities are needed in promoting the oontinued prosperity and progress of our oountry;
8. to develop skill in evaluating the oontributions
of oitizens toward the progress and prosperity of their
own and of other oountries.
Information, attitudes, skills and appreoiations
of this type Oan be gained through the use of reading
material oentered around eaoh patriotio holiday.
Before patriotio holiday material oan be ohosen,
oriteria to be used in the seleotion of suoh material
must be set up.

The writer has listed below a "Tenta-

tive Criteria To Be Used In Seleoting Patriotio Holiday
Reading Material for Grades One, Tv{o and Three.

"

These

oriteria have been established as an outgrowth of study
in ohild psyohology, ourrioulum construotion and as an
outgrovnh of eighteen years of experienoe as a teaoher
in grades one, two and three.
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Tentative Criteria To Be Used In Selecting Patriotic
Holiday Reading Material For Grades One, Two and Three.
I

Columbus Day
In order to make the contribution to the character

training which should lead to good citizenship, Columbus Day reading material for grades one, two and three
should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.

2. a knowledge of the discovery of America and of the
people found here by Columbus.
3. a knowledge of the European way of life in Columbus'
time.
4. a knowledge of the boyhood of Columbus.
5. an appreciation of the dangers encountered by Columbus.
5. an admiration for such qualities as persistence, determination, faith, hope, industry and self-reliance.
7. a knowledge of geography as:
a. directions
b. location of Europe, Asia, North America and South
America.
c. location of Spain, Portugal, Italy, India, China
and. the West Indi es.
ct. location of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans.
"The fame of Columbus is not local nor
limited. It does not belong to any
single country or people. It is the
proud possession of the whole civilized world. In all the transactions
of history there is no act which for
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vastness and performance can compare with the discovery of the
continent of America, the like
of which was never done by any
man in ancient or in later times. tf I
The story of Columbus is a story of patient perseverance, of high endeavor and of noble resolve a story that grips and thrills.

Every boy and girl

who reads the story not only reads but feels it and
desires to become the disceverer of a new world.
"The COllli~bus Day program is an
opportunity to discover the new
world into which we are merging.
Even Childhood - on this special
day - a patriotic holiday - may
come to glimpse that which lies
beyond and feel the exultation
of the sailor who cried, 'Land!
Land!" 2
If this great story is linked ,v.lth the celebration of Columbus Day, it should help to develop an
appreciation for those qualities which made possible
the discovery of our world.

This appreciation should

lead to the development of better American citizens.
II

Armistice Day
The aim of Armistice Day material is not to teach

a moral story and not to preach.

It is to quicken the

heart, clear the mind, and exert an influence in the
direction of rich daily living.

Stories helping to

I

James Grant Wilson, "Columbus Day", Department of Public
Instruction, Special D~ys and Their Observances, State
of New ;Jersey, p.52
2

Ibid., p.35
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carry out this aim should be available to be read by
children of grades one, two and three. They should
supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.
2. an understanding of the blessings of universal
peace, beginning with the home and community.
3. a feeling of respect for soldiers in uniform.

4. a feeling of respect anct honor for those who have

fought for our country.
5. a personal application of the principles of peace

and harmony.
6. a deeper appreciation of democratic way of life
and democratic institutions.
Patriotism'consists not in waving the flag, but in
striving so that our country shall be righteous as well
as strong.

Celebration of Armistice Day consists not

only in setting up flags to be waved, but in constantly being remin0.ed of the heroes and the principles of
character for which the red, white and blue wave.

The

celebration of Armistice Day alone is not sufficient,
but there must be a perpatual desire for peace and a
re-emphasis upon the principles which are the foundation of a peace loving people.

Centering activities

of Armistice Day celebration, around ideas of service
to one's country will be fostering the growth of a
definite attribute of good citizenship.
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III

Thanksgiving Day
Thanksgiving reading materials should supply:

1. a knowledge of the way the Pilgrims celebrated the
First Thanksgiving Day as compared with our Thanksgiving celebration.
2. a knowledge of the loyalty to religious faith possessed by the Pilgrims.
3. a knowledge of the courage, sense of gratitude,
endurance, industry, self-reliance possessed by
th e Pi 19rims.
4. a knowledge of reasons for celebrating the First
Thanksgiving Day as compared with our own reasons
for celebrating Thanksgiving.
5. a feeling of thankfulness, for the comforts, opportunities and pleasures of home and community.
6. an opportunity to enjoy sharing benefits with others.
7. a sense of the need of storing supplies for winter's
use.
8. a knowledge of the reasons why the Pilgrims left
their homes and came to America.
9. a knowledge of the principles upon which our country
was founded.
A.mong our patriotic holidays Thanksgiving shonld be
a "red-letter" day.

Every citizen has need of fully
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appreciating the historical significance of the day.
The real life experience of our forefathers should be
woven into the reading material so that it will help to
eive the children the true appreciation for the founders of our country.
Thanksgiving is a universal holiday.

There is a

need for developing appreciation and gratitude in the
heart of each individual.

Each year brines into our

classrooms children who have comfortable homes, plentiful tables, abunnant harvest, a beneficient government, free schools and religious liberty.

Thanksgiv-

ing reading material should develop appreciation for
these blessings.
IV

Lincoln's Birthday
Lincoln's Birthday reading material for grades

one, two and three should supply:
1. a knowlea.ge of why we celebrate the day.

2. an appreciation of Abraham Lincoln's sympathy and
consioeration for others.
3. a knowledge of outstanding traits in Lincoln's
boyhood life.
4. a lcnowledge of freedom from slavery.

5. a knowledge of the united nation.

\
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The observance of Abraham Lincoln's Birthday has'
grown steao.ily until a number of states have designated it as a holiday.

The Great Emancipator is today

one of our foremost national heroes.

His most unus-

ual career which took him from the log cabin to the
VVhi te House sets the hope of attainlllent before the
most lowly and the most favored alike.

This is an

ambition which should arise early in a boy's or girl's
life.
The need for true illustrations of good character
traits may easily be supplied by reading of the experiences of Abraham Lincoln.

Lincoln established in the

Uni ted States the now inalienable right of all mankind
to nlffe, liberty and the pursuit of happiness".

Early

in life he was dubbed by his friends and neighbors with
the enviable title, "Honest Abe".

On the frontier we

find him inuring himself to toil.

He was thoroughly

acquainted with that phrase aLvays necessary to success,
hard work.

His life was pure, untainted with the vices

of lust for gain ana. greed for fame.

Simple in living,

steadfast in purpose, kindly in spirit, he towered
among his fellows, exemplary of that manhoocl which all
boys who would be of worth to mankind need to aspire.
Humorous stories of Lincoln should not be neglected.
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There should be stories for establishing high standards
of humor, Lincoln himself
had a keen sense of humor.

ViaS

a good stOl'Y teller and

Stories illustrating this

characteristic of Lincoln furnish good reading for
little children.
V George Washington's Birthday
Washington's Birthday reading material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.
2. a knowledge and appreciation of the flag.

3. a knowledge of Washington's boyhood.

4. a knowledge of Washington's life as a young soldier

and as Commander of the American army.
5. a growing appreciation of the fact that honesty,
bravery and loyalty are qualities that help to make
o

one useful.

6. an appreciation of his part in establishing a new
nation.
The desire for service to others, kindness and selfrespect may be created through reading stories of Washington.

Discussions and activities growing out

stories will deepen these desires.

o~

these

The story of the

life of Washington gives material for glorifying those
character traits desired for even our youngest citizens,
namely: honesty, bravery, industry and loyalty.
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VI

Memorial Day
Memorial Day reAding material should supply:

1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.

2. an appreciation of the bravery and. unselfishness of
others.
3. a deeper understanding which should help the child
to lay aside prejudice.
The desire of children to decorate indiscriminately
the graves of the soldiers who had fallen during our
Civil

War led to the establishment of Memorial Day

on May 30.

The setting aside of this day on which to

honor the soldiers who wore the blue and the gray has
helped to knit together ties that were broken by the
war.

Surely, the reading material related to this

important day should help to destroy prejudice in
home, school and community.
Memorial Day stories should also deepen understanding, sympathy, and appreciation for others.

Honoring

our dead soldiers should aid children to appreciate
the contribution of those who have gLven their lives
in order to bring peace to our country.

It should also

cause them to be grateful for the blessings of peace
and to be willing to sacrifice in order that it may
be ours.
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Sohools Rre dismissed before the oelebration of this
patriotio holiday.

Material for the olosing days of

sohool should be oentered around our Flag and should
supply:
1. a knowledge of why we oelebrate the day.
2. a knowledge and appreoiation of the story of the
first flag.
3. an attitude of respeot and reverenoe for the flag.
4. a regard for some of the simple oourtesies due the
flag.
5. a knowledge of the meaning of the oolors in the flag.
6. a knowledge of the number of stars and stripes.
7. a knowledge of how to looate the star of one's state
on the Amerioan flag.
8. a love of oountry
Evaluation of the Tentative Criteria
ents and Supervisors.

~

Superintend-

These Tentative Criteria to be

Used in Seleoting Patriotio Holiday Reading Material for
Grades One,Two and Three were mimeographed and sent to
1

forty-six superintendents and supervisors,

interested

in primary ohildren, of publio sohools of forty-six
large oities of the United States.

Eaoh was asked to

1

See Appendix for list of forty-six superintendents. and
supervisors to whom Tentative Criteria were sent.
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evaluate the tentative criteria and to check those points
which he felt were valid and necessary as a criterion
for the selection of such material.
The purpose of mailing these tentative criteria to
these superintendents and supervisors was to get the opinions of educators in many different sections of the
United states.

These men and women are not only vital-

ly interested in the making of better citizens for our
United states and the enrichment of their lives, but are
experienced and well grounded in those underlying principles necessary for the setting up of such oriteria
for the selection of patriotic holiday material for
grades one, two and three.

These various opinions are

the basis for the permanent criteria set up at the close
of this chapter.
The following table includes all points used in the
tentative criteria and shows the results of the responses·
to the questionnaire.

A foot note gives reasons for the

omission of those points which are not used in the permanent criteria.

TABLE

V

Tentative Criteria to be Used in Selecting
Patritoic Holiday Reading Material for
Grades 1, 2 and 3

Percentage of 21
superintendents
and supervisors
_________ who .,!el!PQnded __
I

Columbus Day
The material should supply:
1.

~

kn£wledge

of_why_w~ £elebrat~ th~ da~. __95

__

2. a knowledge of the discovery of America
~nd the :2.e.2.Ple_f.Q.u!!d_her~ by_Columbus. ___ 71 __
1

3. a knowledge of the European way of life
in_Columbust_d~y.!.. _____________ 24 __
4.

~ knQwled~

..Qf_the_boyhood_of Columbus.!.. __ 76 ___

5. an appreciation of the dangers encount~red_by Coltl:!!!bus.!. _____________ 71 __
6. an admiration for such manly characteristics as persistence, determination,
faith,_h~~,_industrz,_s~lf-~eli~n£e.!. ___71 __
1

7. a knowledge of geography as:
a. directions
b. location of Europe, Asia, North and
South America
c. location of Spain, Portugal, Italy,
India, China, the West Indies
d. location of Atlantic, Pacific and
Indian Oceans

38

1

Omitted from permanent criteria because it was chosen
by less than 70 percent of the superintendents and
supervisors who responded to the questionnaire.
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J

Table V

(continued)

Percentage of 21
superintendents
and supervisors
_____________________who_res.l?0ncled__
II

Armistice Day
The material should supply:
1. !! kIl,£wledge

of_why_w~

..Q.elebrate the .£az._ 100 _

2. an understanding of the blessings of
universal peace - beginning with the
ho!!!e_and_cQIIl!!!U!!.i ty.!.. ____________71 _
3. a feeling of respect for soldiers in
uniform

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -71
--

4. a feeling of respect and honor for those
who fo.!!@t_for_our_c.Quntry.!.. _________81. _
5. a personal application of the principles
,2f_pea.,£e_and_ha r.!!!0BY...!. 1. __________ 57 _
6. a deeper appreciation of democratic way
of_lif~ ~nd de!!!o£ratic_i~stitutiQn~._l___38 _

1

Omitted from permanent criteria because it was chosen
by less than 70 percent of the superintendents and
supervisors who responded to the questionnaire.
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I

Table V (continued)
Percentage of 21
superintendents
and. sup ervi sors
who
resnonded
----------------------_
_---

..

III

Thanksgiving

Day

The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of the way the Pilgrims
celebrated the First Thanksgiving
Day as compared with our Thanksgivin,g .£elebratio,g ______________ 81__
2. a knowledge of the loyalty to religio~s_faith-PQs~e~sed_by th~ Pilgri~s~

1 _ 62__

3_ a knowledge of the courage, sense of

gratitude, endurance, industry, selfthe PilB.!ims..!. ___

.E,eli~.£eJ'os~e~s..§.s_b.!

11__

4. a knowledge of reasons for celebrating
the First Thanksgiving Day as compared
with our own reasons for celebrating
Thanks~i.!:i,gg_Day.!. ____________ 86__
5. a feeling of thankfulness for the comforts, opportunities and pleasures of
ho!!!e_and_coID.tJ!u,gity.!.. ___________

__

~O

6. the opportunities to enjoy sharing
benefits with others.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -71- -

7. a sense of the need of storing supplies
fo.E, ~i.!!t.s~.r_u!:.e.!. 1 ____________ 48__
8. a knowledge of the reasons why the
Pilgrims left their homes and came
!o_.Ame.E,i.£a.!. ______________ _ 11__
9. a knowledge of the principles upon
which our oountrv was founded. 1

43

--------~---------------

1

Omitted from permanent criteria because it was chosen
by less than 70 percent of the superinendents and
supervisors who responded to the questionnaire.
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Table V (continued)
Percentage of 21
Superintendents
and Supervisors
_____________________who_r.§.sl2.0nded __

IV

Abraham Lincoln's Birthday
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate
th~

daz.._ ' ________________ 86__

2. an appreciation of Abraham Lincoln's sympathy and considerati~n_for_other~. _____________ 16__
3. a knowledge of outstanding traits
in Lincoln's bovhood life.
_ _ _ _ _ _

V

_

_

'l.i

_
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

George Washington's Birthday
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate
the dax. _________________

__

~5

2. a knovvledge and appreciation of
the flag.!., ________________ 16__
3.

~

knowledge

Qf_Washingto£t~

boXhood. ___ 16__

4. a knowledge of Washington's life as
a young soldier and as Commander of
th~ Americl!n_aEJl.I._~ __________ 43__
5. a growing appreciation of the fact
that honesty, bravery And loyalty
are qualities that help to make
Qn~ ~s~ful.!.. _______________ 16__

1

Omitted from permanent criteria because it was chosen
by less than 70 percent of the superintendents and
supervisors who responded to the questionnaire.
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Table V (continued)
Percentage of 21
superintendents
and supervisors
_____________________who_r,£sJ2.onded __
VI

Memorial Day
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate
1~

daz· _________________

2 6__

2. an appreciation of the bravery
~nd 2:!nE,elfishn,£sl!!, .2,f_otherl!!,._l______ .£2__

VII

Flag Day
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate
the da1.. _________________ 86__
2. a knowledge and appreciation of
the st.2..rl of_ths_first_flas. _______ 2,5__
30 an attitude of respect and rev.!~.r..§.nce_for_the_fla..g.

___________ 8l.- _

4. a regard for some of the simple
£02:!rtel!!,ies_d~e_the_fla~. _________ 81__
5. a knowledge of the meaning of the
colors in the fla~.

71

---------~--------------

6. a knowledge of the number of stars
!!nd st!,iJ2.el!!.o _______________ 1,1__
7. a knowledge of hmv to locate the star 1
.2,f_o.!!e~s_o}!Il_state_o.!! ,!he Americl!n_fla,g._
8.

~

l0.!e_of

th~

22__

£.o2:!ntrz. __________ 1,1__

1

Omitted from permanent criteria because it waS chosen
by less than 70 percent of the superintendents and
supervisors who responded to the questionnnire.
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Permanent Criteria Set

&

~

As the Result of Evaluation

Superintendents and Supervisors. After the tabulation

of the responses of the twenty-one superintendents and
supervisors to the questionnaire on the tentative criteria
for the selection of patriotic holiday reading material
in grades one, two and three, permanent criteria for selection of this reading material were set up.
The writer, after studying the results of those questionnaires which were returnea, set up those criteria
chosen by 70 percent of the superintendents and supervisors who responded to the qu'estionnaire.

70 percent

was decided upon since it is a commonly accepted passing grade in our educational systems.

Those points in

the tentative criteria which were chosen by less than
70 percent of these twenty-one superintendents and supervisors have been omitted from the permanent criteria.
These criteria were used in the selection of patriotic
holiday reading material in Chapter IV and Chapter V.
The permanent criteria for selecting patriotic
iday reading material for grades one, two and three
follows.

hol~
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Permanent Criteria to be Used in Selecting
Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
for
Grades 1, 2 and 3
I.

Colwnbus Day
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.
2. a J<nowledge of the discovery of A1'D.erica,
the people found here by Columbus.
3. a knowledge of the boyhood of Columbus.
4. an appreCiation of the dangers encountered by Columbus.
5. an admiration for such manly characteristics as persistence, determination, faith,
hope, industry and self-reliance.

II

Armistice Day
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.
2. an understandin~ of the blessings of universal peace - beginning with the home
and c oromuni t y •
3. a feeling of respect for soldiers in uniform.
4. a feeling of respect and honor for those
who have fought for our country.
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III

Thanksgiving
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of the way the Pilgrims cele-

brated the First Thansgiving as compared
with our Thanksgiving celebration.
2. a knowledge of the courage, sense of gratitude, endurance, industry, self-reliance
possessed by the Pilgrims.
3. a knowledge of reasons for celebrating the
First Thanksgiving Day as compared with our
own reasons for celebrating Thanksgiving.
4. a feeling of thanksfulness for the comforts,
opportunities and pleasures of home and
community.
5. the opportunities to enjoy sharing benefits
with others.
6. a sense of the need of storing supplies
for winter use.
7. a knowledge of the reasons why the 'Pilgrims
left their homes and came to America.

IV

Abrahfu~

Lincoln's Birthday

The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.

2. an appreciation of Abraham Lincoln's sympathy and consideration for others.
3. a knowledge of outstanding traits in
Lincoln's boyhood life.
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V

George Washington's Birthnay
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.
2. a knowledge and appreciation of the flag.
3. a knowledge of Washington's boyhood.
4. a growing appreciation of the fact that
honesty, bravery and loyalty are qualities
that help to make one useful.

VI

Memorial Day
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.

VII

Flag Day
The material should supply:
1. a knowledge of why we celebrate the day.
2. a knowledge and appreciation of the story
of the first flag.
3. an attitude of respect and reverence for
the flag.
4. a regard for some of the simple courtesies
due the flag.
5. a knowledge of the meaning of the colors
in the flag.
6. a knowledge of the number of stars and stripes.
7. a love of the country.
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With these criteria as a guide the writer has made
a collection of available patriotic holiday reading
material on primary levels.

She has also collected

patriotic holiday reading materials on secondary school
and adult levels with the idea of adapting them for
use in lower grades.

Chapter IV gives the criteria

for adapting these stories to meet the needs of primary children.

It also shows how the writer has

applied these criteria in adapting a
stories.

grol~

of the

_Chapter

IV

Criteria For Adapting Stories
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Criteria For Adapting Stories
Introduction. Available patriotic holiday material
on primary levels has been collected.

Materials of

this type on upper grade, secondary school and adult
levels were also collected vd th the idea of adapting
them for use in lower grades.

All this collected ma-

terial was judged according to standards set up in
the Criteria to be Used in Selecting Patriotic Holiday
Reading Material for Grades One, Two and Three.

This

criteria is in the latter part of Chapter III.
Criteria for Adapting Stories. After the seleotion
of patriotic holiday reading material much of it has
been adapted by the vlri ter of thi s thesis to meet the
needs of the first, second and third grade children.
The criteria used in making these adaptations have been:
1

1. The material should have unity.
2

2. It should have coherence.

3
3. It should contain a sequence of time and ideas.
4. It should have SimpliCity of organization,
4

sentence structure and vocabulary.
Seven of these revised stories relating to the life
of Christopher Columbus were submitted to seventeen
1

Edwin C.Wooley and Franklin W.Scott, College Handbook
of CompOSition, p. 140.
2

Ibid.• , P .142.
3

Paul McKee, Language in the Elementary School, p. 325.
4

Willis L.Uhl, The Materials of Reading, p.105.
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classroom groups for the reaction of teachers and pupils.
Each of the seventeen teachers received sixteen mimeographed copies of each story.

This was enough to accom-

odate the average reading group in Louisville Public
Schools.

Accompanying each set of stories was a ques1

tionnaire relating to the difficulty of the vocabulary,
the adaptability, the attractiveness of style, the unity
and coherence of thought, the background necessary for
understanding of the story.

Also, there was a quest:i,on

regarding any suggestions by teachers and pupils.

A

second revision was made of these Columbus Day stories
based on the results from the questionnaires answered
by those teachers and pupils who had used them.
A summary of the work done in making the first adaptations will illustrate the method used.
A Cliscussion of the ac1aptation of itA Little Boy of
2

Genoa" "rill illustrate the attempts that have been made
to reach a standard in sim.plicity anCl sequence of ideas.
In its original form, this story is confusing to the
young child.

The first four paragraphs discuss the hap-

penings of one day during the childhood of Columbus.
The next five paragraphs discuss a voyage macle by Columbus after he became a young man.

They describe the

shipwreck off the northern coast of Africa and tell of
the new geographic concepts 'which Columbus gained
1
See Appendix
2

Frances G. Wickes, "A Little Boy of Genop.lf, Happ;y Holidays, pp.31-34.
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through contacts with sailors whom he met at Carthage.
Thus, the enjoyment of the story requires a mental bridging of several years and quick transitions from one situation to another.

Young children are not able to make

so many transitions within one short story.
from the material in this story,

tf

Therefore,

A Little Boy of Genoa",

the author of this thesis has vvritten two stories.
are, "Vfuen Christopher Columbus Was a Boy" and
Dream and a New One".

tt

They

An Old

The first, "When Christopher

Columbus Was a Boy" discusses the events of one day during the boyhood of Columbus.

The second, "An Old Dream

and a New One tt describes Columbus' first voyage and tells
of the new ideas that were born in his brain at this time.
An

analysis of the first one of these stories will illus-

trate the method which has been used in all of the adaptations.
"When Christopher Colurl1bus Was a Boy" was divided
into two parts by the vvriter of this thesis.

This was

done in order that the first part might introduce the
main character, give the setting, and supply enough background to enable the children to

underst~nd

and appre-

ciate the story.
1

The original story

plunges the children abruptly

I

Frances G. Wickes, "A Little Boy of Genoa", Hanpy Holidays, pp.3l-34.
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into the scene, beginning thus:

"A little boy stood on the wharf
watching a white-sailed vesnel put
out to S6a. How he longed to go
with her across the great, wide,
mysterious ocean! What happened
when the ship sank out of sight
below the horizon? What wonderful land slay beyoUl'i? Would he
ever see them? SmAller and smaller grew the ship. Some one jostled
against him and he started as
though from a drea.m." 1
The young child, knowing nothing about the "Little
Boy of Genoa" is wholly unprepared to identify himself
wi th him and to folloVI his speculati ons as to the probable destiny of the outgoing ship.

Therefore, an attempt

has been made to give the children some idea of the city
in vrhich Christopher Columbus lived, of his parents, of
the house in which he lived, and of his childhood activities, interests and dreams.

Some of the informa-

tion needed for this introduction has been gleaned from
phrases and sentences scattered through the original
story, but much of it was supplied from many sources
2

and resulted from wide reading of biography ana history.
Part One of the story, "When Christopher ColUc'TIbu8
Nas

~l

Boy", is an introduction to the character, COIUtll-

bus.
1

Frances G. Wickes, "A Little Boy of Genoa", Happy
Holidays, pp.31-34
2

:McFall Kerbey, "Genoa, Villere COllli'1lbus Learned to Love
the Sea", The National Geographic Magazine, LIV
(September, 1928) pp.333-352
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1

When Christopher Columbus was a Boy
vVhen Christopher Columbus was a boy,
he lived in the city of Genoa, Italy.
This city is beside the sea. Ships
from many lands came into its harbor
to unload their cargoes ano to receive
other goods which they carried to foreign ports.
Christopher's father, Domenico Columbus, was a weaver. All the neighbors were weavers and all the little
children Christopher played with were
weaver's children. They would either
be weavers or sailors some (lay.
The house in which Columbus lived
was built of stone and was very tall
and very narrow. It was five stories
high, but was only as wid,e as one
room. You may think that this house
must have been very queer looking,
but, really, the house each side of
it was of the same height and were
crowded up so close to it that you
could not tell where one house left
off and ~he other began.
On the first floor, there were two
rooms, one behind the other. The one
in front was the larger of the two,
but it was dark and gloomy. At the
back of it, there was a winding wooden stairw'ay which led to the second
floor.
The front room of the second story
was lighter and more airy than the one
below it, for it had two wint'lows in
the front wall. This was the living
room of the Columbus family. The
rooms on the third floor were used
for bedrooms and there was one very
small room on the second floor behind the stairvvay. Some people
think that this was Christopher's
room.
We do not know much about the
fourth and fifth stories of this
1

Adapted, by the ifirriter of this thesis, from "A Little
Boy of Genoa".
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house because after the house became
very old those two stories had to be
torn away. That was in 1885.
Most of Christopher's play time was
spent on the wharf where many ships
were always anchored. Sometimes he
would go on board these strange vessels. He made friends with the sailors and they told him many interesting things about the sea ano about
the countries which they had visited.
Christopher had a cousin who was
a sea captain. Sometimes he would
visit the boy's home. These were
happy times for Christopher. He
would sit and. listen to his cousin
as he told stories of the distant
lands that he had visited in his
trading ships. Then he would say
to himself, "Some day I shall be a
sailor. Perhaps I shall even be a
sea captain like my cousin."
Part Two of "When Christopher Was a Boy" follows.
It tells of the happenings of one day during the boyhood of Columbus.

It is made up of bits of story tell-

ing which have been reassembled from the original story,
"A Little Boy of Genoa".
The contents of the first paragraph have been rearranged so that they tell a story in a direct manner
and so that events occur in logical sequence.

For the

sake of unity and clarity the events narrated in one
paragraph have been told in the following four paragraphs:

"I shall tell you a story of a part
of just one day in the life of Christopher Columbus, the little boy of
Genoa.

....
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Christopher had been down by the
sea all morning. Now he stood on the
wharf watchine a white-sailed vessel
sail away. How he longed to go with
her across the great, wide, mysterious sea! He watched the ship as it
grew smaller and smaller. At last
it sank out of sight below the horizon.
"Now the great ship has gone out
of sight", he said to himself. ttl
wonder what really happened to it
when it seemed to go over the top
of the hill in the sea. 'Where is
the big ship going? What wond erful
lands will it see? Shall I ever
see the strange lands to which the
ship is going?"
Some one jostled against the bOY
and he jumped and looked about him
as if he were awakening from a
dream. What a long time he had been
standing there. It was time to go
home.
After the breaking omm of one paragraph of "A
Little Boy of Genoa" into the above four paragraphs the
writer of this thesis made an adaptation of the next
two paragraphs of the original story, "A Little Boy
of Genoa".
The following analysis will explain the revlri ting
of these two paragraphs.
Original Form
(1) "for his father was a weaver.
There were many
weavers in the
city of Genoa.
All the neighbors were weavers
and all the lit-

Reason for
Making Changes

Changes Made

This material
This material was
belongs in the not repeated here.
introduction
of the story
and has already been placed
in the first
part of "'Nhen

-
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Original Form

Reason for
Making Changes

Changes Made

tIe children
Christopher
p layect wi th
were w'eaver's
children, and
would be either
weavers or sailors some day".

Christopher Columbus Was a Boy".

(2) • • • Now
the little boy
slipped into the
seat by his father."

The last sentence needed to
be slightly
changed for the
sake of smoothness.

This sentence
was changed so
that it reads:
"So he went into
the weaving room
and slipped into
the seat beside
his father".

( 3) "The great
ship has sailed,
Father," he said.
"How I wish I
had sailed with
her." "Some day,
some day," answered his father.
"But see now,
here is some wool
to comb."

Conversation
much more easily read by
children if
each quotation
forms a paraeraph.

new paragraphs were written. One contains
the comment of
the boy and the
other the father' s reply.
Tvm

Third Paragraph of Original Story
(I) "Many an hour
did the little
Christopher sit
by his father
combing wool
and watching
the shuttle fly
back and forth.
But the shuttle
did not fly so
swiftly as his
thoughts as they
followed the
great ships at
sea."

Thi s paragraph
slows up the
story and the
first sentence
is unnecessarv
as the idea expressed has beau
used in the introduction.

The first sentence was omitted.
For the sake of
smoothness, definiteness, and
story movement,
~he last part was
thus expressed:
"The little boy
took the handful
of tangled wool
which his father
gave him. He began to straighten
it but he kept
thinking of the
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Original Form

Reason for
Making Changes

Changes Made
great ship that
had sailed away
to unknown lands.
He dreamed of the
day when he should
become a sailor
and should have
exciting adventures on the sea
and in far away
lands."

By making the above mentioned changes, the ideas
expressed in the second and third paragraphs of-the
original story were expressed as follows:
When he reached his home, his
mother, Susanna Columbus, was
cooking the noonday meal. His
father, Domenico Columbus, was
working at his loom. Christopher heard the "Boom, boom",
of the shuttle. So he went
into the weaving room and slipped into t he seat beside his
father.
"The great ship has sailed,
father," he said. "How I wish
I had sailed with her."
"Some day, some day," answered his father. tfBut, see
now, here is some wool for
thee to comb."
The little boy took the
handful of tangled wool which
his father gave him. He began to straighten it but he
kept thinking of the great
ship that had sailed away
to unknovvn lands. He dreamed
of the day when he should become a sailor and should nave
exciting adventures on the
sea and in far away lands.

These revised Columbus Day stories were submitted
to seventeen Louisville teachers for classroom use.
questionnaire accompanied each set of stories.

A

Tables

VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, and XII are summaries of the
responses to these questionnaires.

Table

VI

Summary of Responses of Seventeen Teachers
to the Questionnaires on First Revision of
"When Columbus Was a Little Boy"

Ouestions asked

-

~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

~

Percent of
Responses to
Questionnaire
Yes
No
-

-

-

-

"-

-

-

-

..

1

1. What percent of your children
could
this
60.88
- - -read
--- -story?
_ .... _ - - - - - - - - - -39.12
-2. Did they_e.!!,j..2'y_i t?_________ 100. _ _ _ _ • 0 _
3. Do you think that the style in
which it is \vritten is suitable
fo.!: .£hildr~n_of .l0ur_graile? _____ 82. 35__ 17 •.,25_

--

4. Is this story too long?
- - - - ..... - - --- - - - - - - - 17.65
- - - - 82.35
5. Does the understanding of this
story require a broader background of information than
third .Br.§.d~ childr.s:.nJ'£s§.e~s? ____22..42__70.58_

-

- -

6. Is_ the_v.£cabular'y too diffic}!lt?___ 29. 42__70. 58_
7. Does_the_sto,!:y_lack uni t,Y?______ _ • 0 _ 100° __
8.

Is_the,!:e_a_seq~e£c~

.£f_event§.?___ 100. _ _ _ _.0 _

(

9. Could the sentence structure be
l..m.Rr.£v~d? ______________11.16__ 88 •..§.4_
10. Have you other criticisms, sug~e~tions_o£

.2,omments? _______ 100. _ _ _ _.0 _
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Summary of Criticisms, Suggestions and Cownents. The
following are some of the responses to question 10 of
Table VI.
"The children were thrilled.

The story was excellent."

"The children asked for help with sixteen words.

No

member of the group could give any information about
Columbus."
"The children liked this story better than any'of them. t,
"This story furnished a splendid background for language work."
"Too much detail, especially about home."
"A number of the children expressed themselves freely'
about the story, saying that they enjoyed it.
child repeated this statement after school.

One
Their only

criticism was that they couldn't tell e's from o's on
the mimeographed paper.
ing somewhat.

lThis did slow the oral read-

I realize that in a book with regular

primary print that the stories could be read more easily."
"Even though the vocabulary was a bit difficult this
story provided. much information."
"I believe a map pointing out different places would
11elp the children follow ColUt--nbus in these stories."
tfJ"ostled, horizon, gloomy and vessels were difficult words."
"The story was read with great interest.

I tested them

on their ability to recqll important events in the story
and it was satisfactory."

Table

VII

Summary of Responses of Seventeen Teachers
to the Questionnaire, on First Revision of

"An Old Dream and a New One n
Percent of
Responses to
Q,uestionnaire
___Q,uestio,gs_a§.ked___ :... _______Yes___ No_
1. What percent of your children

could

read_thi~§.t~rx?

________6~. ___31. __

2. Did they_e,!!j..Qy_it?_________ 100. _____ 0 _

3. Do you think that the style in
which it is written is suitable
.fo.!: children_of Z0.!!r_grade1 _____7&..47__ 23.2,3_
4.

Is_thi~

storx

to~

long! ______ __ e 0 _ 10Q__ _

5_ Does the understanding of this

story require a broader background of information than
third .Brad~ .£hildr~nJ>~s§.e§.s? ___ ..,.;35. 29__64.1..1_
6. Is_the_v£cabularz

10~

the_sto.!:y_lack

7.

Qo~s_

8.

Is_the~e_a_s~que£c~

diffic£lt? ___ 2~_42 __70.58_

~ni

t.1?______ __ 0 _ 100 __ _

of_6vent§.? ___ 100. _ _ _ _ .0 _

9. Could. the sentence structure
be imnroved?
_

5.88

94.12

_ _.J. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

....

10. Have you other criticisms, sug-

£.estio,gs_or .£o!!!:t"11ents1 _______ 100. __ __ • 0 _
Summary of Criticisms, Suggestions and Comments. The

following are some of the responses to question 10 of
-,

Table VII.
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"This story was the most exciting one.

We borrowed

some history readers from older children and talked
about the trading customs at that time; the cruelty
of the Turks, etc.

These stories that you sent us

make the holiday 'Columbus Day' more interesting as
the children have had very little, but the principle
facts about America's discovery."
"Vie borrowed a globe and had several discussions on

the shape of the earth."
urrhis story was the favorite of the Colu.m.bus collection.

Excellent language worle grew out of it. If

"The children said this one was very interesting, but
'it wasn't long enough."
"'The shining shores and white palaces of Genoa' were
hard for the children to underst:"lnd.

'Wrapped in

flames' was a difficult phrase."
"To the question, 'Wh3t did you learn about Columbus?'
the teacher received the following children's answers:
'brave'
'stuck to his word t
'wouldn't ei ve up'
'strong in action'
'kept his ideas'
.,

'had faith in himself'

1,

thad faith in others'
'kept a promise'
'made his drerun come true by not giving up.'

Table

VIII

Summary of Responses of Seventeen Teachers
to the Questionnaire

on First Revision of

"Trying To Make A Great Dream Come True"
Percent of
Responses to
Q,uestionnaire
___Q,uestio!!.s_asked.___________ Ye§. ___No
1. What percent of your children
.£o,!!ld .!e!!d_thi~ st.Q.rz?________

58~06

_

4l~94

2. DiE. .lhey_e.!!joy_it?__________100.!.. ____ _
3. Do you think that the style in
which it is written is suitable
fo.! .£hildr~n_of ..l0,!!r_€!a.1e? _____
4.

Is_thi~ ~t.Q.rz

2.6~58

_ 23.!,.42

to,2. long? _______ 23.!..42 _ 2.6.!..58

5. Does the understanding of this
story require a broad.er background of information than
.lhird u.ad~ .£hildr~~pos§.e§.s? ____

29~42

_

2.0~58

6.

Is_the_v.Q.cabul~rz

to,2. difficult? ___ 52.!..94 _ 47.!..0£

7.

Do~s_the_sto.!y_lack

2¥litZ?_______

8.

Is_the,!.e_a_seq~eBc~

of_eyents? ____100.!.. ___ .!..O_

__ 100~_

~O

9. Could the sentence structure be

im.12.r..Qved1 ______________ l7.!,.65 _

10. Have you other criticisms, sug.sest£,o.!!s_o,!. .£0!!fD.~nts? ________
Summary of Criticisms, Suggestions

2.6~58

~

_

82~32

~3.!..4~

Comments.

The

following are some of the responses to question 10 of
{

;

.

Table VIII •

103

104

"Wished the story was longer."
"Did not enjoy it as much as the others.

Was necessary

to use the map."
"Names of the ships should have been given.

Practical-

ly every child said that this was the best story of
them all.

Several said that they hoped they could read

these stories in a book."
"Information had to be given by the teacher, such as,
meaning of charts, trading, convent, monks and shape
of the earth."
"Some children brought reference books after reading
this story. n
"Children were so stimUlated that a globe and map were
brought in.

One child located the equator and explain-

ed the seasons to the group."

Table IX
Summary of Responses of Seventeen Teachers
to the Questionnaire

on First Revision of

"A Great Dream Comes True"
Percent of
Responses to
Questionnaire
___Q!!e!!,tio!!,s_asked___________ Ye!!, ___No _
1. What percent of your children
.£ould ,!:ead_thi!!, st2.r~?________ 61.!,. __ 39.!,.01
2. Did ,!hey_e!!,jQ.Y_it?__________100.!,. ___ .!,.O_
3. Do you think that the style in
which it is written is suitable
fo,!: childr~~of X0.llr_grai!.e1 _____ 88.!,.24 _ 11.!,.7.§.
4. Is_thi,E!

~torx

to£ lO,!1g? ________ .!.O__100.:.., _

5. Does the understanding of this
story require a broader background of information than
third .srad~ .£hildr~n......P.£s,E!e,E!s? ____ 17.:..,65 _ 82.!.35
6.,Is_the_v.£cabul~rz

to£ iifficult?___ 17.!,.65 _ 82.:..,35

7.

Do~s_the_sto..!:y_lack

.!;!l1itX?_______ .!.O__ 100.!._

8.

Is_the!.e_a_se<ll!e!!.c~

£f_eyents? ____

g4~12

__5.!,.88

9. Could the sentence structure
be_i.!!!p,!:oved?______________ .!,.O__ l.QO.!. _
10. Have you other criticisms, sug~~ti~~~.£o~~ms? ________ lO~ ___

.!.~

Summary of Criticisms, Suggestions and Comments. The
following are some of the responses to question 10 of
Table IX.
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"Children were interested as story progressed."
"This story held their interest."
"Comprehension of this part was much better."
"One child said that this story showed more of the
hardships Columbus had to endure than any of the others
had. "
"The children got some good pictures in story."
"The majority of children read this story well.
provided much motivation for discussion."
"This story seemed to have the best sequence and
sentence structure.

It was the favorite."

It

Table X
Summary of Responses of Seventeen Teachers
to the Questionnaire

on First Revision of

"The Natives of San Salvador"
Percent of
Responses to
Questionnaire
___QuestioB,s_Bsked ___________ Ye~ ___No
1. What percent of your children
.£o~ld .!ead_thi~ ~torz?________ 13,.!.20 _ 26.=,.80
2.

f!.i!

th~y_enjoy_it?

__________lQO,.!. ___

3. Do you think that the style in
IN'hich it is written is sui table
£.0£ childr~n_of zo£r_gra.£.el _____
4.

Is_thi~

~4.!,.12

.o_

.!•

__5.!,.88

.,!!tor.z !o.Q lo.!!g1 ________ ,.!.O__ 100.!,."_

5. Does the understanding of this

story require a broader background of information than
third ~rad~ ch!.ldr~ny£s~e~s1. _____5.!,.88 _ 94.!,.12
6. !s_the_v.Q.cabularz to£ diffic.!!lt?____51.88 _ ,2,4.!,.12
7.

Do~s_the_sto!y_lack

£nitlJ_______ .!,.O__100.!,._

8. Is_the.!e_ELs!!Q.!!e.!!c!! of_e.!e.!!ts?____ 100..!. ___ .!,.O_
9. Could the sentence structure

be imnroved?

.0

100.

--~-----------------------

10. Have you other criticisms, sug£estio!!.s_o!. .£,o!!!TIl!!ntsl __ :.... _____100.!... ___ .!...O_
Summary of 6riticisms, Suggestions and Comments. The
following are some of the responses to question 10 of
Table X.
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"Story could have been longer."
"This story was easier for the children than the first
four."
"Children asked for less help on wot-ds on this part.
Most interesting story so far."
"They enjoyed the idea that the Indians thought the
white men were from heaven because they gave the Indians gifts."
"The children were interested in the location of San
Salvador."

"An Indian unit previously taught provided a good background for this story."

Table

XI

Summary of Responses of Seventeen Teachers
to the Questionnaire

on First Revision of

"The Return of the Mad Sailor"
Percent of
Responses to
Q,uestionnaire
___Qge§..tiog,s_asked___________ Yel[ ___No
1. What percent of your children
.£o~ld .!:e~d_thi~ st£rz?________
2.

Qid

they_e~)oy_it?_

!.s_thi~

_

21~34

.... ________ 100~ ___

3. Do you think that the style in
which it is written is suitable
fo,! childr~n_of .I0~r_~ade? _____
4.

18~6!2.

82~35

st2.rl. to£ 10ng1 ________

~O_

_ 17~65

~O__ 100~

_

5. Does the understanding of this
story require a broader background of information than
third s.rad~ childr~n-,1)2.s§..e§..s? ____

11~7.2.

_

6.

Is_the_v..Qcabularz too ,Q.iffic.!];lt?___

82~35

_ 17.,!.65

7.

Do~s_the_story_l!!ck

}lnit;r?_______ !!...O__100!!... _

8.

Is_the.!:e_'Ls~~enc~

£f_eveJ.!ts?____ 100.,!. ___

88~24

~O_

9. Could the sentence structure
be_i!!lP.!oyed? ______________ !!...O__100~ _
10.

Have you other criticisms, sug________ 100~ ___ .,!.O_

.5e~tio.!!s_o.! .20,!!!ID.~nts?

,

Summary of Criticism, Suggestions

~

Comments. The

following are some of the responses to question 10 of
Table XI.
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110

"The carry-over from these stories has been very good.
Every now and then when the children are looking through
the library books, they say, 'Oh here is a story about
Qolwabus'.
find.

They have read all the stories they could

They have asked many questions about the earth,

stars and moon.

Thanks for letting us read these stories."

"In spite of the vocabulary being difficult for my class
the children have thoroughly enjoyed these stories.
They provided information for an assembly program.

Pic-

tures were made to illustrate each story. The general
information has provided a background for geography.rt
"These stories have enriched our vocabulary.

We found

several opportunities to use the dictionary to look up
the meanings of the nautical terms."
rtChildren were sorry they were so near the end of the
stories. tt
"This story was enjoyed very much. The chilc1ren enjoyed
telling it. Later they ;Nrote their interpretations of·
the stories without the help of original stories or of
the teacher. ff
"The suspense in this story is excellent.

The children

could hardly wait to see if Columbus returned. tt
"The first sentence in the last paragraph sounds awkward."
"Assembled, audience, chamber, royal presence are difficult words."
"The qualities of good character that Columbus expressed
were really understoocl and appreciated."
"A refreshing story. The children enjoyed its style very
much."

Table

XII

Summary of Responses of Seventeen Teachers
to the Questionnaire

on First Revision of

"The Simplest Thing in the World"
Peroent of
Responses to
Questionnaire
___ Q!!e.!!tio,Bs_asked___________ Yes ___No
1. What peroent of your ohildren

£oulE!. r.ead_thi!!, st.Q.r.l.? ________ 51!.,. __ 39.!..

2. Did they_eEJQ'y_it? __________ J?3.!.. __ 47.!..
3. Do you think that the style in
whioh it is written is suitable
fo~ childr~n_of xo~r_grade1 _____

53~

__

47~

4. Is_thi!!, stE.r.l. toE. long? ________ .!..O__100.!..
5. Does the understanding of this
story require a broader baokground of information than
third ~rad~ childr~nJ>E.s!!,e!!,s? ____ 51,!.. __ 39.!..
5.

Is_the_vE.0llbularz too diffic.};!lt?___ 5l..!. __ 39..!..

7.

Do~s_the_story_ll!0k

£nit.l.?_______ ..!..O__100.!..

8.

Is_the!.e_a_seq£e£o~

of_eyents? ____100!.,. ___ ,!..O

9. Could the sentenoe struoture
be_i!!!p.!:oyed?______________ ..!..O__ 100..!..
10.

Have you other critioisms, sug- .
________ 100.!.. ___ ..!..O

~estio£s_or. .2.o!!!Ill~nts?

Summary of Critioisms,

Sug~estions

and Comments. The

following are some of the responses to question 10 of
Table XII.

111

112

"My children could not see the point of the story."
"As far as the children were concerned this was the
least interesting and understandable."
"The children did not get the idea.

They were not much

concerned about the jealousy of Columbus' friends."
"Several said that they felt as if this story was not
finished.

The ending was not satisfying."

"This story seemed to bring an anti-climax feeling to
the group of stories."

113

The responses of the seventeen Louisville teachers
as summarized in Tables VI through XII were carefully
studied.

Then a second revision of the Columbus Day

stories wes made by the writer of this thesis.

In the

second revision of the stories, ItThe Simplest Thing in
the World", was omitted because it seemed the least attractive and interesting to the majority of the children
who used it.

To some it seemed to be an anti-climax

to the rest of the stories.

For these reasons and those

results listed on Table XII, it was omitted.
The following analysis will illustrate the method
used in the second revision of the Columbus Day stories.
In this analysis, the column headed "First Revision"
gives direct quotations from the first revision of the
COlU.ll1bus Day stories which Vias made by the vvri ter of
this thesis.

In the column headed "Changes Made in the

Second Revision", are found direct quotations which are
changes made in the "First Revision".

In the second

column which is headed, "Reasons for Making Changes tf
are found the authorts reasons for making changes listed
in the third column.
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An Analysis. of ~ the Method Useq. by, the Writer

of This Thesis in Revising the Columbus Day Stories
After Suggestions Had Been Made by the Teachers
and Pupils Who Read Them
Reasons for

Changes Made in
Se£o,gd_Revisioll

_First_Revision __

Makill~Chan@s__

beside the sea

"by" is an easier word and rated "1" in Gates
Word List. 1

by the sea

Ships from many
lands came into
its harbor to
unload their cargoes and to receive other
goods which they
carried to foreign ports.

This was a long
sentence which
needed to be broken into two
shorter sentences
for sake of simplicity. The
word, "goods",
is substituted
for cargoes,
which is unfamiliar to primary children.

Ships from many
lands came into
its harbor.
They brought
goods from other
countries and
carri ed away
goods from Genoa.

Christopher's
father, Domenico
Columbus, was a
weaver.

Phrases in apposition are difficult for primary
chi Idren. Tv'lO
short cl.irect
statements are
used for the
sake of simplicity.

Christopher's
father was
named Domenico
Columbus. He
was a weaver.

All the neighbors were weavers and all the
little children
Christopher
played with were
weaver's children.

This long sentence needed to
be broken into
two shorter
sentences for
the sake of simplici ty.

Many of the
neighbors were
weavers. The
fathers of most
of Christopher's
playmates were
weavers.

1

Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades, pp. 5-20.-
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Reasons for

Changes Made in
Se.£o!!,d_Revisio,!!

_First_Revisio!!, __

Making_Cha.!!g~s __

They would either be weavers
or sailors some
day.

This sentence
omitted. because
it did not add
to the story
and seemed unnecessary.

You may think
that this house
must have been
very queer looking, but really,
the houses on
each side of it
were of the same
height and were
crowded up so
close to it that
you could not
tell where one
house left off
and the other
began.

Short er sentences are preferred for the
sake of simplicity and clarity.

The houses on
each side of it
were also five
stories high.
They were so
close to it that
you could not tell
where one house
left off and the
other began.

The rooms on the
third floor were
used for bedrooms
and there was one
small room Qn the
second floor behind the stairway.

This sentence
was too long and
is broken into
two shorter ones
which aid in giving clarity and
better understanding to primary children.

The rooms on the
third floor were
used for bedrooms.
On the second
floor, behind the
stai~vay, was one
very small room.

We do not know
much about the
fourth and fifth
stories of this
house because
after the house
became very old
these two stories
had to be torn
away. That was in

This sentence
is too long and
needed to be
broken into two
parts. In order
to shorten the
story, the latter
partwhich is unnecessary is omitted. One short
sentence is used
for smoothness
Rnd coherence.

We do not know
much about the
fourth and fifth
floors of this
house. They were
torn away in 1885.
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Reasons for
Changes Made in
_First_Revision __ Making_Changes__ Se£ond-:~evisio~_
strange vessels

"vessels" is an
strange ships
unfamiliar word.
"ship" which is
on the Gates 1
Word List is substituted.

He made friends
with the sailors
and they told him
many interesting
things about the
sea and about the
countries which
they had visited.

This sentence
was too long.
It needed to be
cut into two
shorter sentences
for the sake of
simplicity and
clarity of
thought.

He made friends
with the sailors.
They told him
many interesting
things about the
sea and about the
countries which
they had visited.

I shall tell you
the story of a
part of just one
day in the life
of Christopher
Columbus, the
li ttle boy of
Genoa.

The first part
of this sentence was unnecessary and
slowed up the
story.

This is the story
of ,just one day
in the life of
Christopher Columbus, the little
boy of Genoa.

Christopher had
been daVID by the
sea all morning.

This sentence
needed rearrangment to give
movement and
smoothness to
the story. The
past tense is
preferrable to
the past perfect
for primary
children.

Early in the morning, Christopher
went dovm to the
sea.

Now he stood on
the wharf watching

"Now" is not nec- He stood on the
essary and is o- wharf vratching
mitted because
tense is changed
in previous sentence.

1

Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades, pp. 5-20.
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Reasons for
Changes Made in
_Flrst_Revisio.!! __ Makinf.LCha.gges__ Seoond_Revisio.!!
a white-sailed
vessel sail away

This was a bit
heavy for smaller children and
the vocabulary
was unfamiliar.
For the sake of
simplicity and
easier vocabulary
this sentence
needed to be broken into two sentenoes and the
word "ship" substituted for
"vessel".

• • • • a ship
sail away. It
was a big ship
with white sails.

How he longed

Beoause of its
unfamiliarity,
"longed" is
ohanged to
"wished".

Christopher
wished.

great, wide,
mysterious
ocean.

"mysterious" is
omitted to give
smoothness to
the story.
"mysterious"
had little
meaning to the
primary ohildren.

great, wide ocean.

At last it sank
out of sight below the horizon.

"below" the horizon and "sahk"
are omitted for
the sake of simplicity and ease
in reading.

At last it was out
of sight.

Now the great
ship has gone out
of sight, tt he said
to himself. "I
wonder what really
happened to it
when it seemed
to go over the top

This paragraph
"I wonder where the
needed to be re- great ship is going,"
d.uced and vocabu- he said. to himself.
lary simplified "What wonderful lands
to give coherwill it see? Shall
ence to primary
I ever sail away on
children. Style a ship and go to visis changed to
it strange lands?"
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First Revision

Reasons for
Making Changes

Changes Made in
Second Revision

of the hill in
the sea. Where
is the big ship
going? What wonderful lands will
it see? Shall I
ever see the
str.')nge land s to
which the ship
is going?"

that of smaller
children.

Someone ,i ostled
against the boy
and he jumped
and looked about
him as if he were
aVv"akening from a
dream.

"jostled" is a
difficult word
for younger
children. This
sentence was
long and needed
to be broken into
two shorter sentences.

Someone hanpened
to bump against
the boy and he
jumped and looked
about him.
He felt as if he
were awakening
from a dream.

What a long time
he had been standing there. It was
time to go home.

His thoughts are
changed to a direct quotation,
because this
style is more
attractive to
smaller children.

He thought, "I
have been standing here a long
time. It is time
to go home."

When he reached
home, his mother
Susanna Columbus,
was cooking the
noonday meal. His
father, Domenico
Columbus, was working at his loom.
Christopher heard
the "Boom, boom"
of the shuttle.
So he went into
the weaving room
and slipped into
the seat beside
his father.

The names in apposition are 0mi ttecl and are
used in shorter
sentences. The
paragraph is
simplified to
give smoothness
and coherence.

When he reached
home, his mother
was cooking dinner. Her name was
Susanna Columbus.
His father was weaving. Christopher
heard the noise
of his loom. Christopher went in and
sat down by his
father.
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In order to be sure that the vocabulary is simple
enough for the average third grade child, the author
1

of thiB thesis used the Gates Word List

in making her

first revision of the Columbus Day stories.

After she

had studied the responses of the seventeen teachers who
had used these stories she felt a need for further simp1ification of the vocabulary.

Accordingly she referred

again to the Gates Word List and whenever it was possible
to do so, she substituted words of a higher frequency
for the one which she had previously used.
The follovling story illustrates the method used in
checking the second revision by the Gates Word List.
Words omitted from the Gates Word List are underscored.

I

Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades, pp. 5-20.
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1 1 1 1
"When Christopher Coltunbus Was A Boy"
1 1 1 1
III
When Christop1;ler Columbus was a boy, he lived in
1

1

the city or Genoa, Italy.

1
1
1
1 1
1
1
This city is by the sea. Ships

1
1
2
III
from many lands came into its harbor.

121
brought goods

Th~y

1
1
211
1
1
1
from other countries and carried away goods from Genoa.
III
Christopher's father was named Domenico Columbus.
III
He was a weaver.

1
1
I
3
1
Many of the neighbors were weavers.

1
1
I
2
1
3
1
The fathers of most of Christopher's playmates were

weavers.
I
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
The house in which Columbus lived was built of stone

1
1 1
1
It was five stories

2
I
1
4
1
1
1
and was very tall and very narrow.
2

1

1

1

1

1

2

I

1

1

high, but it was only as wide as one room.

1

1

The houses

1
1
2
1
1 1
2
1
1
2
on each side of it were also five stories high.

1
They

1
1
1
1 III
III
1
1
were so close to it that you coulCl. not tell where one
1
III
1
1
1
house left off and the other began.
III
1
1
1
III
On the first floor, there were two rooms, one
III
III
3
1
1
2
I
behind the other. The one in front waS the larger of

121

III

1

1

2

1

1

the two, but it was dark and gloomy.

III

1

At the back of it,

III
1
4
3
1
1
2
I 1
there was a winding wooden stairway which led to the
2
1
second floor.

1
3
III
2
112
1
The front room of the second floor was lighter. It
122
III
2
1
1
III
Was more airy than the one below it, because it had two.
11131
windows in the front wall.

III

I

I
2
1
I
The Columbus family used it

for their living room.

III

1

3

III

1

3

The rooms on the third floor were used for bedrooms.

I 1
2
1
2
131
III
On the second floor, behind the stainray, was one very
1
1
small room.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Some people think this little room was
3

Christo]2her's bedroom.
1
1 1
1
1
1
1
I
3
1
We do not know much about the fourth and fifth floors
1 1
1
of this house.

1
1
3
1
1
They were torn away in 1885.

3
2
1 III 1
1
Christo]2her spent most of his play time on the wharf

III

I

2

1

I

where ships from many countries were always anchored.
2
III 1
2
1
3
1
Sometimes he would go on board these strange ships.

III
1
3
made friends with the sailors.

1
He

1
1
113
They told him many inter-

III
1
1
1
1
2
1
esting things about the sea and about the countries which
112
they had visited •

••j

Table

XIII

Word Rating of the Second Revision of the
1

Coltunbus Day Stories According to Gates.
Word
Titl~s_of St£rie~

___

Rating

Words not Total
included words
in Gates
in
wor& List_siory_

k _ i __ _ __
~

,0

;0

,~

~

,0

(0

,0

vVhen Christopher
Columb£s_W§..s_ayoy__ 78!.,.35 _8!.,.9§. §..27_ !.,.75 __5!.,.61 __ 670 _
Ne~ On~

An Old Dream and a
_______

15~11

_8!.,.45

Trying to Make a
Great Dr~am Co~e_Tru~

72~30

12!.,.29 4. 75_1!.,.15 __9~51 __ £10 _

A Great Dream Comes
_________ 74!.,.73

Tr~e

10~80

~.11_1~7~

1.89_1~32

__5~56 __ 450_

__5~26 __ 380_

The Natives of San
Salvador

80.47 6.86 6.07 2.64
------------ - - - - - - - - - - -3.96
- - - - -379
-The Return of the
Mad Sailor

74.26 12.45 6.33 1.69
5.27
474
-------------------------T----The vocabulary was checked by the Gates Word List.
"This gives a list of 1811 words
which have been selected as highly suitable for use in all forms
of re0ding material in grades 1,
2 and. 3 - especially 1 and 2.
The words are rated l, 2, 3, or 4'." 2
This rating indicates whether the vmrd falls wi thin
the first, second, third or fourth 500 on the basis of
frequency.

1

Arthur I. Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades, pp.5-20.
2

Ibid., p.l.
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Criteria for adapting patriotic holiday stories for
use in grades one, two and three have been set up in this
chapter.

An explanation of the use of these criteria

has been made.
After setting up these criteria and deciding upon
the method of adaptation, the 'writer has aCl.apted stories
relating to Columbus Day.
in Chapter V.

These adaptations are found

Chapter

V

Conclusion Of Thesis
and

One Group Of Adapted Stories

124

Conclusion Of Thesis
and
One Group Of Adapted Stories

This chapter is made up of two parts.
(1)

Conclusions

They are:

and (2) The Final Revision of the

ColUlllbus Day Stories.

These stories were first adapt-

ed according to the criteria set up in Chapter IV,
then tried out in seventeen classrooms of Louisville
and finally rewritten after sugGestions hRQ been made
by the seventeen teach2rs limo hao. used them.
I

Conclusions. This investigation has three major
conclusions.
A There is a dearth of patriotic holiday reading
material for grades one, two and three. This
fact was established as a result of the followine investigations:
1. A revievv of the i.\rriter's personal experience

was made. This revealed that throughout eighteen
years of experience as a teacher in primary grades
there has continued to grow a consciousness of
the need for patriotic holiday reading material
in grades one, two and three.
2. A survey of courses of study revealed a need

for patriotic holiday reading material in primary

125
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grades.

An

examination of tVTenty-one courses of

study revealed a lack of suggestions for activities connected with our patriotic holidays.

Nine

of these representative courses of study make no
mention of patriotic holidays.

Of the remaining

twelve only four list reading among the patriotic
activities and only one of these includes a bibliography of available patriotic holiday material.
3. An analysis of present day textbooks revealed
the need for patriotic holiday reading material.
A survey of forty-four present <'l.ay textbooks
which include two thousand seventy-one stories
and which are available for grades one, two and
three showed a total of only thirty-three stories available for use preceding the seven patriotic holidays occuring during the school calendar
year.

One and six-tenths percent are patriotic

holiday stories.

Thirteen stories are for use

on Thanksgiving.

Not all of these are related

to the First Thanksgiving.

Eleven stories are

available for George Washington's Birthday while
only five stories relate to Lincoln's Birthday
and four to Columbus Day.

No suitable material

for Armistice Day or Memorial Day

WflS

included
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in the forty-four present day textbooks which were
examined.

This survey of the present clay textbooks

showed that most of the information about the patriotic holidays must be given by the teacher or
gleaned at home - and not from the textbooks.
4. A questionnaire to teachers of primary grades
showed a need for patriotic holiday reading material.

There is'a definite consciousness of the

need for patriotic holiday reading material in
primary grades as revealed by the responses to a
questionnaire by 273 primary teachers of Kentucky,
Ohio, Illinois, Georgia and Virginia.

In the a-

bove survey, it was found:
B.

that ninety per cent of the primary teachers

represented felt a definite need for patriotic
holi~ay

reading material and

b. that 99.5 per cent felt

8

need for an anthol-

ogy containing patriotic holioay reading material for primary grades.
B

This need for patriotic holiday reading material
in grades one, two and three can be met by following, with certain minor changes, the procedure
which is given in detail in this thesis.

The

writer's handling of ColQ'iJ.bus Day stories will
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illustrate this procedure.

She determined to

meet the need for Columbus Day material by adapting a group of Columbus Day stories.

In adapting

this material these things were done.
1. Questionnaires were sent to teachers for suggestions for patriotic holiday material.

These

questionnaires revealed a desire on the part of
the teachers for the material and gave such suggestions as:
a. A

~eries

of stories on each holiday would be

of great value.
b. The material should be authenic.,
c. Material should have a vocabulary suitable
to the children's ability to comprehend.
d. It would be helpful to have a eood bibliography of patriotic holiCl.ay stories under headings,
(1) For the teacher to read
(2) For the children to read
e. Stories about Pilgrims getting ready for the
First Thanksgiving needed.•
f. 'I've need material to promote love of country
and hero worship.
g. More biographical stories would be helpful.
h. Stories in sets to be used in reading groups
would be helpful.
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2. Criteria were set up for selecting patriotic

holiday reading material. Tentative criteria were
set up first.

They related to the selection of

available materials first on primary grade levels
8nd other materials on upper grade, secondary
school and adult levels.

These later materials
.

.

were selected to be used as source materials.
3. Tentative Criteria for Selecting Patriotic
Holiday Reading Material lifere checked and evaluated by a representative group of presumably
expert leaders in education.

Forty-six super-

intendents and supervisors of forty-six representative cities of the United States were selected to do tlis evaluating.

Twenty-one of these

responded to the tentative criteria.

With these

responses as a guide, permanent criteria were
set up.

Each criterion receiving the approval

of 70 percent of the superintendents and supervisors was set up in the permanent criteria for
the selecting of Patriotic Holiday Material.
4. Patriotic Holiday Material for ColumbUS Day
was selected using these criteria set up for the
selection of such materials. Most of the materials
available were above primary grade levels.

Yet
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these materials possessed the information for the
primary grades as'set up in these Criteria for
Columbus Day.

After gleaning :much I'lateria1, it

was found that there was a wealth of source material and story material on adult and upper grade
level which if adapted and supplemented to meet
the needs of primary pupils would be informational and valuable.
5. Criteria for adapting stories were set up.
These resulted from study and investigation.
These criteria are:
a. The material should. have unity.
b. It should have coherence.
c. It should have sequence of time and ideas.

d. It should have Simplicity of organization,
sentence structure and vocabulary.
6. The available selected patriotic holiday reading
material was adapted to meet the needs of primary
pupils. The author's principle concern was to retain much of the style and attractiveness of the
original stories.

She was cnreful to observe the

the criteria which she had set up for the adapting
of material.

r
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7. The vocabularies of the stories were checked
1

by the Gates Word List.

Synon:yms v{ere selected

from this list and substi tued for clifficult words
in the adapted stories.

An effort was made to

hold a high standard for the vocabulary and not
to reduce it below the level of a second or third
grade reading ability.
8. The adapted stories were put to the test of
classroom use.

A group of adapted stories for

Columbus Day ·were submitted in mimeographed form
to seventeen third grade classroom groups for the
reaction of the teachers and pU"ljils.

Each class-

room received a set of sixteen accompanied by a
2

questionnaire,

relating to the style, vocabulary

and aclaptabili ty of the st ory to primriry levels.
9. An analysis of the finfl.ings resulting from the
classroom use of the adapted stories was studied.
These findings revealed that the adapted stories
were read with pleasure and profit by the pupils
of seventeen of Louisville's primary classrooms.
However to meet the need of the children whose
reading ability is below the level of a high second
grade, further simplifications of vocabulary were
1

Arthur I Gates, A Reading Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades, P9.5-20.
2

See p.99 of this thesis.
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deemed necessary.
10. On the basis of findings of classroom teach-

ers, further simplifications of the adaptec1 stories were made.

These findings had shovm a need

for simplification of vocabulary. Accordingly,
Gates Word List was again referred to and, in
cases where the vocabulary had proven too difficult for some chilclren, words of a higher frequency were substituted for those previously
used.
11. A vocabulary check of the second revision of

the Colrunbus Day stories was made.

The purpose

of this check was to determine what percentage
of the yvord_s were classified as "Itt, tt2 rt , "3'"
1
This second vocabulary check
and "4" words.
revealed that 75.87 percent of the vvords were
"1" word.s.

It also showed that 94.13 percent

of all the words in the stories fell wi thin groups

"1", "2", "3 and "4" of the Gates Word List.
ft

It

is of significance that, including proper names,
only 5.8'7 percent of all the words used in the
stories did not fall within these groups.
12. The final adaptations are for submission to

primary grades for classroom use.
1

This rating, according to Gates Word List, indicates
whether the word falls within the first, second, third
or fourth 500 on the basis of importance.
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These final adaptations of stories for Colmnbus
Day appear in Part II of this chapter.
The
1
which the \vriter would make in
minor changes
the above procedure are related to the vocabulary.

Knowing the findings resulting from the

classroom use of the adapted stories she would
follow steps 1 - 6 as given above.
be the same as step ],1.
main as stateo above.

Step 7 would

Steps 8 - 10 would. reStep 11 would be: addition-

al changes based on the finclings resulting from
classrooI!l use.

Step 12 would be: Submission of

adaptations to primary Grades for classroom use.
C Improvement in attaining more and better materials are suggested.

It is the writer's opinion

after making this study of the needs for patriotic holiday reading materials for grades one, tvoJO
and three that the dearth of this material can
_be met by:
a. the use of a larger number of patriotic
holiday stories in First, Second and Third
Grade Readers.

At least one story for each

patriotic holiday should be in each textbook
of each grade level;
b. the contributions of teachers and other
1

See p. 127
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authors 'Ivho would I,-vri te and adapt patriotic holiday stories on lower grade levels;
c. the use of mimeographed copies of an outline
showing a suitable method to be useel in !!laking adaptations of stories: these copies would be supplied by Boards of Education.
II

The -Final
Revision of the
Columbus -Dav
Stories. Part
- - ' - ' - .;;;.;;.;;...;;...=.;:::...:::.= - " ---;...;...~II of this chapter contains the final adaptations
of the Columbus Day stories.

It is hoped that this

collection of stories will be of practical valus as:
1. reading material for advanced groups in grad.e two;

2. reading material for children in grade three;
3. stories to be read or told to children in ,grades
one, two and three;
4. stories which children will enjoy telling in
book clubs, as parts of assembly programs, to a
group of their mvn classmates or to another class;
·5. stories which can be successfully dramatized by
children of grades one, two and three;
6. stories which "viII furnish background and inspiration for liluch vrork in industrial and fine arts;
7. stories which will furnish much vvorthwhile information about our patriotic holidays;
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8. stories "Ihich will become the basis of interesting units of work;
9. stories which will enrich our teaching of history;
10. stories vrhich vJill give our chilcren a true appreciation of our American ideals anet .t\.merican
patriots;
11. stories which will help to develop the (lee1' And
sincere patriotism which is founded UDon unc' erstanding and appreciation.
The VITi ter' s belief is that, in viev\[ of the findings of this study that, by using the criteria set up
in Chapter III for the selecting of patriotic holiday
reading material for primarv grades a.nd by using the criteria for

ada~ting

this material as set up in Chapter IV,

that the dearth of patriotic holidRY reading material
can be overcome by those interested in the primary child.
The final adaptations of the Columbus Day stories
follow.

COLUl-rnUS DAY STORIES
Second Revision
1

1. When Christopher Columbus Was a Boy
2

2. An Old Dream and a Nell One
3

3. Trying to Make a Great Dream Come True
3

4. A Great Dream Comes True
4

5. The Natives of San Salvador
5

6. The Return of the Mad Sailor

1

An adaptation of parts from Frances G. Wickes, "A Little
Boy of Genoa", Happy: Holidays, :9P. 31-34.
Source of the information concerning the Columbus home:
McFall Kerbey, "Genoa, Vlhere COlllillbus Learned to Love
the Sea," National Geographic Magazine,LIV, (September, 1928), pp.33-352.
2

Frances G. Wickes, "A Little Boy of Genoa", Hap;)y.li.£lidays,pp.31-34
3

Frances G. Wickes, "A Dream That CRme True", Happy Holidays, pp. 34-39.
4

"The Journal of Columbus", The Golden Book Magazine,
II, (October, 1925), pp. 471-474.
5

Sarah A. Haste, "The Return of the ~!Iad Sailor", Frances
G. Wickes, Happy Holidays, pp. 3~)-42.
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vfuen Christopher Columbus Was a Boy
I

'When Christopher Columbus was a boy, he lived in
the city of Genoa, Italy.

This city is by the sea. Ships

from many lands came into its harbor.

They brought goods

from other countries and carried away goods from Genoa.
Christopher's father waS named Domenico Columbus.
He was a weaver.

Many of the neighbors were weavers.

The fathers of most of Christopher's playmates v/ere weavers.
The house in which Columbus lived was built of stone
and was very tall and very narrow.

It was five stories

high, but it was only as wide as one room.

The houses

on each side of it were also five stories high.

They were

so close to it that you could not tell where one house
left off and the other began.
On the first floor, there were two rooms, one behind
the other.

The one in front was the larger of the two,

but it was dark and gloomy. At the back of it, there waS
a winding wooden stairway which led to the second floor.
The front room of the second floor was

li~hter.

It

was more airy than the one below i t,~ beCAuse it had two
windows in the front wall.

The ColumbUS family used it

for a living room.
The rooms on the third floor were used for bedrooms.
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On the seoond floor, behind the stairway, was one very
small room.

Some people think this little room was

Christopher's bedroom.
We do not know muoh about the fourth and fifth
floors of this house.

They were torn away in 1885.

Christopher spent most of his play time on the
wharf where ships from many countries were always anchored.
ships."

Sometimes he would go on board these strange
He made friencts with the sailors.

They told

him many interesting things about the sea and about
the countries which they had visited.
Christopher had a cousin who was a sea captain.
Sometimes he would visit the boy's home.
happy times for Christopher.

These were

He would sit and listen

to his cousin as he told stories of the distant lands
he had visited.

Then he would say to himself, "Some

day I shall be a sailor.

Perhaps I shall be a sea

captain like my cousin."
II
This is the story of just one day in the life of
Christopher

Colt~bus,

the little boy of Genoa.

Early in the morning, Christopher went down to
.,

the sea.

He stood on the wharf watching a ship sail
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away.

It was a big ship with vrhi te sails.

Christopher

wished that he could go on it across the great, wide
ocean.

He watched it as it grew smaller and smaller.

At last it was out of

sight~

"I wonder where the great ship is going," he said
to himself.

"What wonderful lands will it see?

Shall

I ever sail away on a ship and go to visit strange lands?"
Some one happened to bump against the boy and he
jUL1ped and looked about him.
wakening from a drea.-rn.
ing here a long time.

He felt as if he were a-

He thought, "I have been standIt is time to go home. If

Vfuen he reached home, his mother was cooking dinner.

Her name was Susanna Columbus.

weaving.

His father was

Christopher heard the noise of the loom.

Christopher vrent in and sat

dOVID

by his father.

"I have been vratching a great ship sail away,"
he said.

"How I vvish I had sailed with her."

"Some day," said his father.
be a sailor.

"Some day you shall

But now I have some wool for you to comb."

The little boy took the handful of tangled wool
which his father gave him.

He began to straighten it.

As he vlOrkec1, he kept thinking of the ship that had
sailed away to strange lands.

He dreamed of the day

when he would become a sailor and have exciting adventures on the sea and in far-away countries.
Tl;l.e next story "viII tell how this dream came true.
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An Old Dream and a New One

The day had come when Christopher's dream was
coming true.

He

ViaS

going to sail aWay in a big ship

with his cousin, the sea captain.

His mother and his

father and his younger brothers and sisters were sorry
to say goodbye to him for they knew they would miss him.
But Christopher Vias excited and happy.
As the ship moved away from the shore, he hardly
looked back.

He was thinking of the adventures that

were ahead of him, not of the beautiful city that lay
behind him.
It was not long before he had an adventure which
was exciting, but sad.
by an enemy.

His cousin's ship was attacked

Soon it was set on f'ire.

had two choices.

Those on board

'rhey must either become prisoners

of the enemy or jump into the sea.

Christopher did

not want to become a prisoner of the enemy, so he jumped from the deck.

He

fOQ~d

a heavy piece of wood.

He

held on to it, and swam to the nearest land.
This land was the northern shore of Africa.
he found a large number of sailors.

There

They crowded a-

round him and asked him to tell them of his adventures.
They were very kind to him.

They gave him some dry

clothes and some money so that he could go back to Genoa.
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The place where Columbus had gone ashore was the
harbor of a large city called Carthage.

In that city,

there were seamen from many countries.

Columbus talk-

ed with them and they told him many strange things.
One old sailor said, "If your cousin's ship had
sailed four miles farther, you would have come to the
edge of the '.'Torld.

Strange beasts are on guard there.

If you had sailed past them, you would have fallen off.
You would have gone dovm, dovm, down - no one knows where."
Some of the seamen o.id not agree with thi sold
sailor.

They said the earth was roune. and not flat.

They said that if sailors \'loule1 sail far enough west
they could reach the shores of China and India.

Young

Christopher Columbus thought that was wonderful.

He

thought of it by day and dreamed of it by night.
After a time a ship from Genoa came into port at
Carthage.

On it Christopher sailed back to Genoa.

carried a ne'."! dream in his mind.

His old dream had

been "Some day I -will be a sailor".
come true.

He

That clream had.

His new dream was, !fSome day I shall sail

west and reach China and India".
The next story will tell how he tried to make
this new dream come true.
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Trying To Make A Great Dream Come True
I

Columbus knew that he would have to work hard if
he ever made his new dream come true, so he began at
once.

He went on many voyages.

ship.

He learned to tell directions by watching the

moon and stars.

He learned to sail a

He learned how to draw maps and charts.

He learned all that he could about the world.
Sometimes Columbus talkecl with travelers and told
them about his
to reach India.

drea~

of sailing west across the ocean

They always laughed at him.

One of them saie!., "If you sail far out on the
ocean you will soon re8ch the Sea of Darkness.
waters are boiling hot.

Its

You could never sail on them."

When Columbus said that he believed that the earth
was round, some people would say, "How could the earth
be round?

The waters would all run off and all the

people on the other side would drop off upside dovm. f1
This kind of talk did not worry Columbus.

He want-

ed to start on his trip to India, but he had no money.
At last he went to King John of Portugal and told
him his dream.

He asked him to give him money to buy

ships in which to sail to India and China.

He promis-

ed to bring baalt silk and ,jewels so that Portugal would
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be the richest country in the world.
King John said,

If

I will help you if you will leave

some of your charts and maps with me."
Columbus left the charts and maps, but King John
did not use them.

He gave them to some of his own sail-

ors and told them to try to find China and India by sailing west.

The captain of the ship that King John sent

out was afraid.

vThen the first great storm came, he

went back to Portugal.

He told the king that there was

no way to sail across the Atlantic.
When Columbus heard about this, he was angry.
said, "I will not
a wicked king.

sta~T

He

in such a country that has such

I will go to the king and queen of' Spain.

Perhaps they will help me."
II
Columbus had married, but his wife had died..
must care for their little son, Diego.

He

Diego was only

six years old.
Vlhen Columbus left Portugal he took Diego iNi th him.
They walked over the mountains to Spain.
grew tired, his father carried him.

\¥hen Diego

At last they

reached the palace of the king of Spain.
King Ferdinand was too husy to listen to Columbus,
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because Spain was at war.

Queen Isabella listened to

his story and promised that she vlOuld help him ·;'{hen the
war 1.'las over.
Columbus waited for many years, but he received
no word from the queen.
"I vlill go to France," he said.

"Perhaps the

French King will help me."
While he was on his way to France, Columbus met a
man who was a friend of Queen Isabella.

When Columbus

told him of his dream, he said, "Do not go to France.
I will go to the queen and ask her to help you.

The

War is over now and I believe she vdll give you the
money to buy some ships."
The good man talked_ with Queen Isabella about
Columbus' dream.

She sent for Columbus and listened

once more to all that he said.

She promised to get

the money to pay for the ships.
At last three ships were ready to sail.

They

were called the Nina, the Pinta, and the Santa Maria.
Wi th thi s little fleet COIlL1U.bus sailed aVfay from Palos,
Spain, on August 3, 1492.
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A Great Dream Comes True
At first the sailors on Columbus' three ships
were happy because they believed that they would soon
reach land.

But when they had sailed for many weeks

through strange waters thev became frightened.

They

wanted to go back to Spain.
"There is no land farther west," they said.
captain is crazy.

Let us throw him overboard.

"This
Then we

can turn the ship s around and go home."
They begged Columbus to go bacl\: to Spain, but he
only said, "Sail on!

Sail on!

and on and. on! n

At last the sailors 'would not go any farther.
me just three more days," Columbus said.

"Give

"Then if we

find. no land we will turn back."
The very next morning one of the sailors picked
up from the sea a stick that had been cut.

Then they

saw a branch of a tree with red berries floating by.
They saw sandpipers and a green reed near the ship.
sailors on board the Pinta sa',,! a cane and a pole.

The
Now

everyone wanted to go on, for they thought land must
surely be near.
This was on the eleventh day of October.
ten

0'

clock that night, COIUBbus

SaVl

About

a light far away.

It was like a wax candle moving up and down.

He be-
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lieved that land must be near so he told all the sailors
to keep a good look-out.
The Pinta was the fastest of the three ships, so
she sailed ahead of the Santa Maria on which Colu.mbus
was sailing.
It was one of the sailors on this fast ship who
first ssw land.

It was about two o'clock in the morn-

ing on October twelfth and
miles from the shore.

t~ey

were syill about eight

In less than an hour they reach-

ed a small island.
Columbus and the siX captains went on shore.

Kneel-

ing, they gave thanks to God for taking care of them
on the long voyage .and for bringing them safely to these
shores.

He named this new island San Salvador which

means Holy Saviour.
He thought that he reached the coast of India.
thought that his greatest dream had come true.
had really discoverec_ a New World.

He

But he

He had never even

dreamed of doing anything as wonderful as that.
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The Natives of San Salvador
During his voyage, ColQmbus kept a journal or
record of the things th",t happened day b·u· clay.

Every

night he would "vri te what he had done that day.

On

the twelfth day of October, 1492 he wrote about the
people that he found living on the island.

He called

them Indians because he thought that the land where
they lived was a part of India.
He said, "They are the color of the people of the
Canary Islands.

They are neither black nor white.

Some paint themselves white, others red, and others
whatever color they can find.

Some paint the whole

body, others paint only around their eyes, others
color only the nose.

Their hair is coarse and short.

It is like the hair of a horse's tail.
hair hangs dO\'lIl to the eyebrows.
locks in back which are never cut.
beautiful and not small.

In front their

There are a few long
Their eyes are very

These people are very hand-

some and well made."
Collli'llbus

V:TaS

very kind to these Indians and gave

them red caps, glass beads to put around their necks,
and small balls.
In return, the Indians gave the white men parrots
and cotton thread in skeins.
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These Indians had never seen white men before and
they had never seen large ships.

They believed that

everything great and good was in Heaven, so they thought
that Columbus and his sailors and ships had come dovm
from Heaven.

Some of them went on board the ships and

traveled about 1vith Columbus and his men.

At first the

only way the white men and the Indians could talk to
each other was by making signs.

Later they were able

to talk together by means of 'Yords.
Whenever Columbus landed in a new place, the Inaians who were on board his ships would go ashore and
announce that the white people were coming.

They would

say, "Come, come, and see the folks from Heaven."
Then the Indians would come dovm to the shore.
They came in great crowcls bringing food and drink.
Columbus said that they always treated him with the
greatest kindness.
Vie

are glad that Columbus kept this record of his

voyage to the New World and we are glad. that he treated the Indians so kindly that they could believe that
he had come down from Heaven.
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The Return of the Mad Sailor
In a corner of the palace some of the

kin~ts

pages were gathered about one of their companions.
"Ho, Diego!" cried one of the boys.

"iNhat news

tpday from the Mad Sailor?"
"Wh.en it is time for news from my father," answered
Diego, "it shall be great nevvs, I promise you!"
"Time!" cried one of the others.

"It is nearly

seven months since the Mad Sailor started out from Palos!
Isn't seven months time enough?

Long before this your

father reached the edge of the world and sailed right
over it.

Dmvn, dO'wn, he fell, he and his ships and his

men! tt
"The earth is round!" reolied. Diego.
edge to sail over.
so.

"There is no

It is only foolish people who think

My father will sail on and on.

He will reach land

on the other side of the world!"
nilo-ho-ho!" laughed the boys.

"The earth is round!

Ho-ho-ho! tt
"Everyone knows that the earth is flat, and that
it rests on the back of a great turtle!"
named Gomez.
Diego?
d07m?

said a page

"How round does the earth look to you,.

Look across the garden.

Does it curve up or

You have seen the great sea, haven t t you?

'ifuen
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the Mad Sailor set out for the west, ""as he sailing
up hill?

Ho-ho-ho!"

"If the earth is round," said another page, laughing, "what about the people on the other side?

If there

are people under us, they must be walking with their
heads down and their heels upward!"
"Yes," laughed another, "and in that land, I suppose
it rains and snows upward."
"My father says that in those countries, ctown is
toward the earth, and up is toward the sky, just as it
is here," answered Diego.
"There are terrible monsters in the Sea of Darkness,"
said Gomez.

"They will swallow your father's three

ships at one mouthful."
"It is not so!" replied Diego.

"The sea is just

the same blue sea that we see here at Palos.
west are wonderful islands.
of India.

Far to the

Farther still are the shores

My father will find them."

Sudo enly a messenger ran into the garden where the
boys were talking.
loudly.

"The son of Columbus!" he called

"Where is he?

The queen senos for him!

great Columbus has found the land beyond the sea!
message has just come from him!"

The
A
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The pages fell back in surprise and shame as Diego
proudly followed the messenger to the queen.
The king and the queen and the proudest nobles of
the court hael met to do honor to the Mad Sailor.
did not even think of the king and queen.

Diego

He only saw

- his father who was standing before the throne.

With

him were some strange dark people dressed in the skins
of wild beasts.
Diego ran

fo~~ard,

and in

clasped in his father's arras.

I

anothe~

moment he was

Bibliography
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California State Department of Eo.ucation, Sacramento, 1922
Cincinnati, Ohio, 1926
Cleveland, Ohio, 1927 - 1929
Denver, Colorado, 1931
Detroit Public Schools, 1925
Fort Worth, Texas, 1935
Iowa State Course of Study for Elementary Schools, 1930
Kansas City, Missouri, 1930
Long Beach, California, 1930
Los Angeles, California, Grade 2, 1924
Louisville,

Kentucl~,

A Preliminary Course of Study

in English for Kindergarten-Primary Grades, 1940
I\;1ilwaukee, Wisconsin, 1936 - 1937
fi[inneapolis, MInnesota, 1935
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 1936 - 1937
Pasadena, California, 1936
Raleigh, North Carolina, (Grades 1,2,3) 1928 - 1931
Raleigh, North Carolina, Social Studies Courses of
Study, 1936
St.Louis, Missouri, 1926
State of Indiana, 1930
Virginia State Course of study, 1937
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C.

Magazine Articles

Wooley, _Edwin C., and Scott, Franklin W., College
Handbook of Composition, D.C.Heath and Company,
New York, 1928
"The Journal of Columbus", The Golden

~

Magazine,

II (October, 1925) 471-474
Morgan, John Elmer, "Betvreen Editor and Reader",
The
of the
.
- Journal - National Education Association,
XXX:II (February, 1941) 21
Kerbey, McFall, "Genoa, Where Columbus Learnecl to
Love the Sea,tt The National Geographic Magazine,
LIV (September, 1928) 333-352
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D.

Monograph

Gates, Arthur I., A Readins Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades, pp.5-20, Bureau of Publications, Teachers
College, Columbia UniYersity, New York, 1935
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II

Stories To Be Adapted and Source Materials

A Holidays in General
Bailey, Carolyn S., The Wonderful Days, Albert Whitman
and Company, Chicago, 1925
Conover, Charlotte, Selected by, A Holiday Story
Sampler, The Junior Literary Guild, New York, 1941
state of New Jersey Department of Public Instruction,
Special Days and Their Observance, Trenton, New Jersey,
1919
Harrington, Mildred P., and Thomas, Josephine H. ,
compiled by, Our Holiday in Poetry, The H.H.Wilson
Company, New York, 1938
Lawson, Robert, Watchwords of Liberty, A Pageant of
American q,uotations, Little, Brown Rnd Company,
Boston, 1943
]l[cSpadden, John Walker,

~

of Holidays, The Thomas

Y. Crowell Company, New York, 192?
Olcott, Frances Jenkins, Gnod Stories for Great Days,
Houghton Mifflin Company, New York, 1914
Olcott, Frances Jenkins,

~

Stories for Anniversaries,

Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 193?
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Paulmier, Hi1ah, and Schauff1er, Robert

H~ven"

Democracy Days, Dodd, NIead and Company, New York, 1942
PauL~ier,

Hilah, and Schauffler, Robert Haven,

Pan-American Day, Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1943
Retold from St.Nicholas, Q!!! Holidays, Their Meaning
~

Spirit, The Century Company, New York, 1905

Sechrist, Elizabeth Houg...h, Red Letter DaLs, MacrueSmith Company, Philadelphia, 1940
Wickes, Frances G., Happy Holidays, Rand Iv1cNn11y
and Company, Chicago, 1928
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B Columbus Day

Gordy, W.F., Stories of American Explorers, Charles
Scribner's Son, New York, 1906
Grady, Edward and Others, Childhood Readers, New
Stories for Boys and Girls, Charles Scribner's Son,
New York, 1938
~Meadowcraft,

Enid LaMonte, Ship BOl With Columbus,

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York, 1942
Morison, Samuel. Eliott, Columbus, ....A....
c1m..--i_r_R_l _o_f the
Ocean Sea, Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1942
Paulmier, Hilah and Schauffler, Robert Haven,
Columbus Day, Dodd, Mead and Company, New York, 1938
Wilson, Rov/ard Eugene, Yfuere Our Ways of Living Come
From, American Book Company, Cincinnati, 1937

.' .
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C. Thanksgiving

Elson-Gray Basic Reader,

~

4, Scott, Forsman and

Company, Chicago, 1936
English, :rifildred and Alexander, Thomas, Wheels Vlestward,
Johnson Publishing Company, Richmond, Virginia, 1938
Halleck, Reuben Post, and Frantz, Juliette, Founders
of Our Nation, American Book Company, New York, 1929
Heard, Sarah Dow, and King, Morrill Whitney, Stories
of American Pioneers, John C.Winston Publishing
Company, Philadelphia, 1929
Pumphrey, Margaret, Pilgrim Stories and Plays, Rand
McNally and Company, Chicago, 1932
Knowlton, Daniel Chauncey, and Others, VV'hen
WeWere
Colonies, American Book Company, Cincinnati, 1934
Tillinghast, L. Morton, Colonial Life in America,

G. P. putman's Sons, New York, 1928
Warren, Maude Lavina Radford, Little Pioneers,
Rand McNally anc1 Company, Chicago, 1933
Waston, Elizabeth, Story of Bread, Harper Brothers,
New York, 1927
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D.

Lincoln's Birthday

Barton, William, The Life of Abraham Lincoln, Books, Inc.
Boston, 19.:..1:3
Buckley, Horace Mann, and Others, Around the Year,
American Book Company, Cincinnati, 1938
Elson, William Harris, Elson Gray Basic Reader,

~

2.,

Scott Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1936
Heard, Sarah Dow, and King, Morrill Whitney, Stories
of American Leaders, John C. Winston Company,
Philadelphia, 1934

-

Hertz, Emanuel, The Hidden Lincoln, Blue Ribbon Books Garden City, New York, 1940
MeadoW"crpft, Enid LAMonte, Abra.ham Lincoln, Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, New York, 1942
Meigs, Cornelia Lynde, Young Americans, Ginn and
Company, Boston, 1936
Shaw, Albert, Abraham Lincoln,

~

Path to the Presidency,

Grosset and Dunlap, New York, 1929
Stevenson, Augusta, Abe Lincoln, Frontier Boy, BobbsMerrill Company, Indianapolis, 1932
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Theisen, William Walter and Leonara., Sterling A.
Heroic Deeds, The Macmillan Company, New York, 1931
Walker, Alberta, and Parkman, Mary R., Study Readers,
Book
5, Bobbs-Merrill Company, Indianapolis, 1933
Wall, Bernhardt, Following Lincoln, Wise-Parslow
Company, New York, 1943

1-64

E.

Washington's Birthday

Bedoyere, Michael DeLa, George Vlashington, J. B. Lippincott Company, Philadelphia, 1935
Elson, William H., Elson-Gray Basic Reader,

~,2"

Scott Foresman and Company, New York, 1936
Foster, Genevieve, George Washington's World, Charles
Scribner's Son, New York, 1941
Grady, William Edward, New Stories of Today and
Yesterday, Cha.rles Scribnerts Son, New York, 1938
Little, Shelby, George Wash,ington, Halcyon Publishing
Compa.nY,N"ew York, 1943
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F.

Memorial Day

Elson, William H. and Gray, William S., Elson-Gray
Basic Reader, Book 5, Scott, Foresman and Company,
Chicago, 1936
Schauffler, Robery Haven, Memorial Day, Dodd-Mead
and Company, New York, 1911
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G.

Flag Day

Elson, WIlliam H., Elson-Gray Basic Reader, Book

i,

Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1936
Heard, Sarah Dow, Stories of American Pioneers, John
C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1937

Moss, James A., The Flag of the Uni tea. States, Its
History and Symbolism, The Uniteo States Flag Association, Vlashington, D. C.

1941

Q,uaife, Milo Milton, The Flag of the United States,
Grosset and Dunlap Publishing Company, New York, 1942
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H.

Magazine Article

McNeil Anna W., The Star Spangled Banner, The Etude
Magazine, LV (July, 1937) pp.432-455

.'
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I.

Monographs

Suggested Course of Study in Flag Education,
American Legion
Laws Relating to United States FlaPa and the Flag Code,
Navy Department, United States
How to Respect and Display Our

~lag,

Unites States

Marine Corps, Publicity Bureau, Washington, D.C.
United States Flag, United States Office of Education
in Cooperation With United States Flag Association,
Washington, D.C.
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III

Stories To Be Read By Primary Children

A.

Columbus Day

Elson, William H., and Gray, William S., Elson-Gray
Basic Reader, Third, Scott, Foresman and Company,
Chicago,

1936

English, Mildred, Wide Windows, Johnson Publishing
Company, Richmond, Virginia, 1935
Hildreth, Gertrude, and Others,

~

Story

~,

John C. Winston Company, Philadelphia, 1940
Leavell, Ullin W., and Others, Indoors and Out,
The American Book Company, Cincinnati, 1935
Leavell, Ullin W.,and Others, Playmates, First Reader,
The A'Yllerican Book Company, Cincinnati, 1935
~owitz,

topher

Sudyebeth and Anson,
Collli~bus,

~

Cruise Q! Mr. Chris-

Grosset and Dunlap, Publishers,

New York, 1932

-

Martin, Cora M., New Stories and Old, Charles Scribner's
Sons, New York, 1934

~-
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Quinlan, :Myrtle Banks, Busy 1'/0 rId , Allyn a.na Bacon,
New York, 1940
Waddell, John Franldin, Long Ago, The Nfacmillan
Compa.ny, New York, 1933
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B.

Thanksgiving Day

Bryce, Catherine T., and Hardy, Rose Lees,
~

~

Onen

Reader,Newsom and Company, Publishers, New York, 1927

Elson, William H., and Gray, 'William S., Elson-Gray
Basic Reader, Second, Scott, Foresman and Company
Chicago, 1936
Gates, Arthur I., and Others, Wide Wings, The ri!iacmillan
Company, New York, 1939
Leavell, Ullin W., and Others, Playmates, First Reader,
The American Book Company, Cincinnati, 1935
English, Mildred, Vlheels and Wings, .Tohnson Publishing Company, Riclunono., Virginia, 1935
Hildreth, Gertrude, and Others, The Story Road, .Tohn
C. Winston CompGny, Philad elphia, 1940

Kinscella, Hazel Gertrude, Man in the

DrQ"~

and Other

Tales, University Publishing Company, Chicago, 1939
McLester, Amelia, y!..£ Look Around Us, Augsburg Publishing Compf'ny, Morristovm, Tenn.

1937

11eadowcroft, Enid Larrlonte, First Year, A Story of the
Pilgrims in America, The 'llhomas Y. Crovlell Company,
New York, 1937
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M:orcomb, Margaret E., Red Feather, Lyons and. Carnahan
Company, Chicago, 1938
Pennell, Mary Elizabeth, and Cusack, Alice M., Children's
OVID Readers, Book 2, Ginn and Company, Boston, 1936
Schen..Lc, Esther Mary,

Thanksgiving~,

Lyons and

Carnahan Company, Chicago, 1937
Stone, Clarence Robert, Joyful Trails, Webster Publishing Company, St.Louis,

1940

St one, Clarence R•. , and Stone, Anne L., New Trai Is in
Reading, Webster Publishing Company, St.Louis, 1940
Waddell, John Franklin, and Others, Long Ago, The
Macmillan Compcny,

New'

York, 1937
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C. Lincoln's Birthday

Aulaire, I,lm.e. Ingri !·i[ortenson D' and Aulaire, Edgar
Parin D', Abraham Lincoln, Doubleday, Doran and Company,
Inc., Garden City, New York, 1939
Bryce, Catherine T., and Hardy, Rose Lees, The Open
Door, Newsom and Company, Publishers, Nevl York ,1927
D8vidson, Isobel, The Lincoln Reader, Third Reader,
Laurel Book Company, Chicago, 1928
Elson, Willia...'11 H., anet Gray, Willie1l1 S., Elson-Gray
Basic Reader, Book

~,

Scott, Foresman and Company,

Chicago, 1936
Elson, William H., and Gray, \Villiam S., Elson-Gray
Basic Reader,

~

3, Scott,

Forea~an

and Company,

Chicaso, 1936
Leavell, Ullin "lif., ana_ Others, Friends t.Q Jtnm.v, The
~merican

Book Company, Cincinnati, 1935

Lowi tz, Sadyebeth and Anson L., Barefoot Abe, Grosset
and Dunlap, PUblishers, New York, 1938
M:cLester, Amelia, Let's Read, Augsburg Publishing
Company, l:Iorristovm, Tenn.

1937
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Petersham, Haud and Hiska, -An American ABC,
- The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1941
Stevenson, Augusta, Abe Lincoln, Frontier Boy, The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Indianapolis, 1932
Wadciell, John Franklin, Lons Ago, The Macmillan Company,
Nevi

York, 1933
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D.

Washingtonts Birthday

AUlaire, MIlle. Ingri Mortenson

D~

and Aulaire, Edgar

Parin Dr, George Washington, Doubleday, Doran and
Company, Garden City, New York, 1936
Bsker, Clara Belle, and Baker, Edna Dean, Sailing Tub
and Other Stories, Bobbs-Merrill Company, Indianapolis,
1938
Bryce, Catherine T., and Hardy, Rose Lees, The Open
Door Reader, Newsom and Company, publishers, New York, 1927
Davidson, Isobel, The Lincoln Reader, Third Reftder,
Laurel Book Company, Chicago, 1928
Elson, William H., and Gray, William S., Elson-Gray
Basic Reader, Second, Scott, Foresman and Company,
Chicago, 1936
Elson, William H., and Gray, William S., Elson-Gray
Basic Reader, Third, Scott, Foresman and Company,
Chicago, 1936
English, Mildred, and Alexander, Thomes, Wheels

~

Wings, Johnson Publishing Company, Richmond, Virginia,
1935
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English, MIldred, and Alexander, Thomas,

~

Windows,

. Johnson Publishing Company, Richmond, Virginia, 1935
Gray, William 23cott, and. Others, More Streets and Roads,
Scott, Foresman and Company, Chicago, 1942
Lowitz, Sadyebeth and Anson, General George the Great,
Grosset a net Dunlap, Inc., Ne','\T York, 1932
Martin, Cora M., New

~S;..;t;..;o;..;r;;.;i_e..;;.,;;;;.s

and _0_1_0., Ch8rles Scribner's

Sons, New York, 1934
Milhous, Katherine, Corporal Keeperupper, Charles
Scribner's Sons, New York, 1943
stone, Clarence Robert, Joyful Trails, Webster Publishing Company, St.Louis, 1935
Stone, Clarence R., and Stone, Anne L., New Trails in
Reading, Webster Publishing Company, St.Louis, 1935
Storm, Grace, Neighbors and. Helners, Lyons and Carnahan,
Chicago, 1940

/
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E.

Flag Day

Aulaire, Ingri and Edgar Parin D', The star Spangled
Banner, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York, 1942
Baker, Clara Belle, and Baker, Edna, Fifty Flags,
Bobbs-~:lerrill

Company, Indianapolis, 1928

Baker, Clara Belle, and Baker, Edna Dean, Sailing Tub
and Other Stories, Bobbs-Merrill Company, Indianapolis,
1938
English, Mildred, and Alexander, Thomas, mleels ancI
Wings, Johnson Publishing Company, Richmond, Virginia,
1935
Grover, Beatrice B., Broad Stripes and BriGht Stars,
The Greystone Press, Inc., New York, 1941
Kinscella, Hazel Gertrude, Story1and, University Publishing Company, Chicago, 1939
Eichaels, Fannie L., All Around Us, Beckley-Cardy
Publishing Company, Chicago, 1942
Smith, Etta May, Salute the Flag, Albert 'Whitman and
Company, Chicago, 1941
Stone, CIRrence Hobert a no. Others, Joyful Trails, Webster
Publishing Company, St.Louis, 1940

Appendix

QUESTIONNAIRE

on
PATRIOTIC HOLIDAY READING J:iATERIALS

for

GRADES 1, 2 and 3
N4~~

_______________________________________________

SCHOOL _______________________________________

GRADE ______________________________________________

1.

In your grade is there a need for reading material suitable for use on patriotic holidays?

2.
"

Checlc the holid.ays for 'which you need read.ing
material.
Labor Day
Columbus Day
Armistice Day
Thanksgiving
Abraham Lincoln
George Washington
M:emorial Day
Flag Day

3.

Do you think an anthology of patriotic holiday
stories would be of value to a primary teacher?

Suggestions

179
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Copies of the tentative criteria were sent to forty-six
superintendents and supervisors 'i'lith the following responses:
- - Responses from- - - - - - - No-Responses-from - - 1. Albuquerque, N. Mex.

1. Boise, Idaho

2. Athens, Ohio

2. Charleston, S. Car.

3. At lant 8. , Ga.

3. Chicago, Illinois

4. Baltimore, IvTd.

4. Cincinnati, O.

5. Buffalo, N.Y.

(I)

5. Cleveland, O.

6. Denver, Colo.

6. Dallas, Texas

7. Indianapolis, Ind.

7 • Detroit, Mich.

8. Kansas City, Mo.

(2)

9. Little Roc]{, Ark.
10. Louisville, Ky.

8. University of Indiana
Indianapolis, Ind.
9. Iowa City, Iowa

11. Manchester, New Hamp.

10. University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa
11. Long Beach, Cal.

12. Memphis, Tenn.

12. Los Angeles, Cal.

13. Milwaukee, Wis.

13. Miami, Fla.

14. Minneapolis, Minn.

14. Montpelier, Ver.

15. Oklahoma City, Okla.

15. Newark, Ne'.\T Jer.

16. Nashville, Tenn.

16. New Orleans, La.

17. Philadelphia, Penn. (3)

17. New York City, N.Y.

18. Portland, 'M'e.

18. Omaha, Neb.

19. Portland, Ore.

19. Pasadena, Cal.

20. Richmond, Va.

20. Providence, R.I.

21. Sacramento, Cal.

21. Raleigh, N. Car.

22. St.Louis, Mo.

22. St.Paul, Minn.

23. Seattle, V{ash.
24. Washington, D.C.
(1) did not fill out questionnaire-against policy of department to assist stuCients in assignments.
(2) refused to fill out questionnaire-\\Tote letter of regret.
(3) too busy with war work to answer questionnaire.
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Louisville, Kentucl~
1330 Hemlock Street
March 31, 1943.

Dear Primary Supervisor:
/;

In connection with the thesis
that I am writing for my M.A. degree at the University
of Louisville, on Patriotic Holiday Reading Material
for Primary Grades, I am asking your help. Will you
]J lease score those criteria needed which you would use
in judging material to be used in the Primary Grades?
Please return your
enclosed self-addressed envelope.

re~ly

in the

Your help will be greatly appreciated.

Very truly yours,

P. S.
Vlhy did you make no suggestions for patriotic
holiday activities in your course of study?
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1330 Hemlock Street,
Louisville, Kentuckv.
July 30, 1942.

Rand McNally and CompAny,
Chicago, Illinois.
Dear Sirs:
In connection with the thesis that I am
'writing on Pntriotic Holiday Reading Material for
Primary Grad es, I wish to senn into the schools of
Louisville 80me stories for examinAtion by teachers
and pUDils.

i.

ApproximAtely fifteen schools in this

city will partici-pate in this survey.

Therefore, I

would like to send sixteen mimeographed conies of
the selected stories into eAch school.

.,

stories have been

pl~lished

Six of these

in Happy liolinavs by

Frances 'Vickes.
I am '1ri ting to ask your permission to use
in this way the follo"!ling stories: A Little Boy of
Genoa,

A Drefu'1l That CnIDe True"

Mad Sailor,

The Return of the

The Simnlest Thing in All the World,

Half.§. Leagu.e Onward, nnrl 'rhe Little Victor.
This thesis is not for pnblic,..,tion.
Verv truly vours,
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COP

Y
Chicago, Illinois.
August 6, 1942.

Hiss Mary Walker Barnard,
1330 Hemlock Street,
Louisville, Kentucky.
Dear Miss Barnard:
t
,
"

We have vour lettpr of July 31 in which you ask our
permission to use the followinlS selections from
HAPPY HOLIDAYS bv Frances G. Wickes in your thesis:
"A Little Boy of Genoa", "A Dream That Came True",
ttThe Return of the lvlad Sailor", "The Simplest Thing
in All the Worln", "Half a League Om-varo", "The
Little Victor".
'vVe are pleased to p;rant this permission. As is cust omary in such C2 ses, vve shall expect that proper
credit be ~iven to Rano McNally ann Comppny as publishers of the materials.
iNi tIl all goocl wishes for your work,

\'1e

are

Very truly yours,
signed
"

ARH:hb

Rand McNallv and Company
Aleigh R. Hough
Managing Enitor
Education Division

, .
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COP

Y

September 25, 1942

i.

To the Principals of the Elementary Schools:
Mary Walker Barnaro has some material on
Columbus which may be appropriate for use in preparing
for Columbus Day. One of your third grade teachers
may accept the material and use it as she sees fit in
preparing any work which ordinarily might be done in
the third grade for the observance of thst day. She
would like to consult with the teacher after school
hours.
Very truly yours,
( signed)

\

\

'

\: / '

CAR:PL

C. A. Rubado
Assistant Superintendent

